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Executive Summary
The Argyle Cut is the cut in rock allowing connection between two segments of Argyle
Street, one in The Rocks the other in Millers Point. The Argyle Bridge stretches in the
perpendicular, north-south direction, allowing Cumberland Street to continuously run
immediately above the Argyle Cut.
The Argyle Cut and The Argyle Bridge are two separate items in the State Heritage
Register and two distinctive places in heritage terms. Their histories are separate and
their characters different; however, due to their physical configuration they form related
places in terminology of The Burra Charter.
The 1847 Argyle Cut is of State heritage significance for historical, technological and
scientific reasons, and of local significance for The Rocks and Sydney area for social,
aesthetic and reasons of rarity. The imposing example of convict public works has been
ranked along with Busby's Bore and the building of Circular Quay Station as one of the
most impressive engineering feats in early Sydney and NSW.
The 1911-built Argyle Bridge is of State heritage significance for historical and scientific
reasons. The Argyle Bridge provides evidence of the town planning initiatives and urban
improvements of the Sydney Harbour Trust in the early 1900s, and of the changes to the
road pattern and surrounds involved in the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in
the 1920s-30s.
Both places are in relatively good condition, and the only maintenance needed in the
immediately forthcoming future is related to the railings on Argyle Stairs.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Context of the Report
This report is based on the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Template for
Conservation Management documents (CMP Template) and as been structured to fit
within the framework of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (adopted February, 2002).
It conforms to the current guidelines of the New South Wales Heritage Council and has
been prepared to a standard suitable for endorsement by the Heritage Council and
adoption by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority.

Figure 1: Location of Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut within the context of The Rocks

1

1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this Conservation Management Strategy is to provide guidelines for
the conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut
to ensure that the heritage values of the two places are maintained and, where
appropriate, enhanced.

1
Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (2000), p.6. The Rocks Heritage Management
Plan, adopted February, 2002, is in three volumes, Vol. 1, Vol. 2, Background Papers, and Vol. 3, Supporting
Documentation. The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (2000) may be accessed at www.shfa.nsw.gov.au
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1.3 Site Identification
Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut are located in The Rocks, on the crossing of Argyle and
Cumberland Streets. The two places are fully located within the public domain.
Argyle Bridge is formally described as Lot 8 in the Deposited Plan (DP) 800881. Argyle
Cut includes Lots 8 and 9 in the DP 261775 (part beneath Cumberland St is Lot 8 DP
261775, part between freeway and Cumberland St is Lot 9 DP 261775).
The part of Argyle Cut beneath the freeway is not owned by the Foreshore Authority. The
Foreshore Authority is only responsible for management of the eastern section of the Cut,
up to the Bradfield Highway, while Sydney City Council is responsible for the western part.

Figure 2: Location of Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut
(Based on an aerial photograph by www.google.com)

1.4 Statutory Heritage Listings
Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut were listed as two independent items in the State Heritage
Register and the Foreshore Authority’s Heritage Register (S.170 Register). However, their
spatial configuration and shared history implies close ties and relations in terms of fabric
and significance.
Heritage Listings
NSW Heritage Council – State Heritage Register

Listing No.

Argyle Bridge
Argyle Cut

No. 01522 (Gazetted 10 May 2002)
No. 01523 (Gazetted 10 May 2002)

Foreshore Authority – Heritage Register (S.170)

Listing (Database) No.

Argyle Bridge
Argyle Cut

4500475
4500461
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1.5 Place Description
The State Heritage Register (SHR) describes Argyle Cut as: a deep rock cutting giving a
direct connection between Millers Point and The Rocks.
The SHR describes the Argyle Bridge as: (the) 1911 road bridge at Cumberland Street,
abutments to the bridge with small obelisk shaped pylons on either side of the road (at the
north and south approaches to the bridge), and intact original light fittings. The parapet of
the part of the bridge directly over Argyle Street was replaced in the 1950s. The original
parapet of the bridge can still be seen to the south of the southern abutments.

1.6 Methodology and Structure
This Conservation Management Strategy has been prepared in accordance with guidelines
outlined in The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance, 1999, known as The Burra Charter; the NSW Heritage Office’s Guidelines on
Conservation Management Documents, and James Semple Kerr's, The Conservation Plan
(sixth edition) 2004.
The Burra Charter proposes processes and principles for the conservation of an item. The
NSW Heritage Manual explains and promotes the standardisation of heritage investigation,
assessment and management practices in NSW. The key methodology of both
documents is to identify the nature of any heritage significance as a basis for making
decisions which will affect the future of the place. The Conservation Plan provides
guidance on substance, structure and methodology for the writing of effective, site-specific
conservation plans.
The initial sections of the CMP provide an analysis of the site, based on documentary and
physical evidence.
This analysis includes a historical summary, developing an
understanding of the history of the site and place, together with a descriptive analysis of
components and elements.
A grading of significant elements has been provided to identify their differing levels of
contribution to the significance of Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut.
The following sections address various management issues, and the role and objectives of
the relevant heritage authorities. They provide the framework for the formulation of the
conservation policies and implementation guidelines.

1.7 Documentary and Photographic Sources
Unless otherwise specified, all the historic material referred to in this CMS has been
sourced from internal repositories of the Foreshore Authority. All the contemporary photos
were taken in April and May 2009 by the staff of the Foreshore Authority, specifically for
the purposes of this report.

1.8 Terminology
For terminology used in identification of historic architectural styles and elements, the
Foreshore Authority encourages the use of the terminology as presented in the Pictorial
Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture (various editions) prepared by Irving, Apperly
and Reynolds.
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The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes and
practices, follows the definitions as presented in The Burra Charter. Article 1 of the Burra
Charter gives the following definitions2 Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other
works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views.
Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past,
present or future generations.
Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations,
meanings, records, related places and related objects.
Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups.
Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures,
contents, and objects.
Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its cultural
significance.
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place,
and is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding
deterioration.
Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by
removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of
new material.
Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is distinguished
from restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric.
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use.
Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may occur
at the place.
Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place. Such a
use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.
Setting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment.
Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another place.

1.9 Authorship
This CMS has been compiled by Zoran Popovic, with input from the members of
Foreshore Authority’s Heritage and Design Team. The history section has been prepared
by Noni Boyd, specialist in architectural history.

2

Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999, p. 2.
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2. Documentary Evidence
2.1 Thematic History
In order to better understand how Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge developed, this history has
been approached thematically, as such a framework offers multiple storylines for the place
to assist in understanding all of its cultural values. This method of approach can provide
contextual patterns and associations, especially in relation to human activities in the
environment, which would not be immediately obvious were a strictly descriptive or
chronological approach taken.
The NSW Heritage Office has developed a thematic framework for use in heritage
assessment and management. The Thematic Framework identifies thirty-eight principal
themes.3 The organising principle for the thematic framework is the dynamism of human
activity.
The historical development of an area or item can be understood as occurring in a
thematic way. A physical illustration of this can be seen when we think about a landscape
or structural arrangement, or arrangement of artefacts as a series of layers, each one
representing a progressively earlier or later theme, or historical influence. Thinking about
a place in terms of themes can help us understand its significance.4
2.1.1

Development of The Rocks

Indigenous Sydney – The Cadigal
The Aboriginal people who lived along the coastal area of Sydney were called (erroneously
by the Europeans) the Eora, or coastal Darug. The Sydney area, including The Rocks,
Darling Harbour and Pyrmont/ Ultimo formed the territory of a “clan” (subgroup) known as
the Cadigal. Their word for The Rocks –or more specifically the shore where the hospital
stood on George Street between Globe Street and Argyle Street was “Tallawolodah”. The
peninsula of land which we now call Dawes Point, was “Tarra”, and Sydney Cove itself
was “Warrang” or “Warrane”.
Due to the rugged outcrops of rock which later gave the “The Rocks” its name, it is unlikely
there was any “permanent” occupation of the upper ridges. Flat stones by the water at
Dawes Point were said to have been used by the Cadigal cooking fish. In the 1870s it was
recorded that a carving of a whale could be seen on the rock at Dawes Point, although this
appears to have been buried in c.1880 when the seawall was constructed.
The Convict Settlement (1788-1820)
After the arrival of the Europeans in 1788 the upper ridges of The Rocks were quickly
occupied by convicts who built rough huts to live in. Along George Street, the Government
built a hospital, dockyard and market place, and at the northern end of The Rocks an
observatory and, in 1791, a fort (Dawes Point Battery) were constructed. In 1810 the
streets of The Rocks were formalized and generally given the names they bear today.
As the colony grew the rough convict huts were replaced by modest houses, and also a
few mansions. From the archaeological excavations that have been carried out over the
past 10 years it has become evident that the lives of the convicts was far different than the
general view many people have. These convicts were often trades people from Britain’s
cities, not to mention large numbers of political prisoners exiled after the Irish rebellion in
3

Both the Australian Heritage Commission (national) and the NSW Heritage Office (state) have identified themes for
research relating to places of heritage significance. www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
NSW Heritage Office, Heritage Information Series, Historical Research for Heritage, Baskerville, Bruce, (2000) p. 2.

4
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the 1790s. They appear to have had a far better lifestyle in Sydney than they would have
expected in Europe. They ate well off fine china and expensive oriental porcelain, and
furnished their houses with fine figurines and exotic curios. Many made substantial
fortunes from investing in ships trading with Asia and the Pacific.
As Sydney expanded in the 1790s the initial concentration of the colony’s occupants in
The Rocks thinned out, with those remaining consolidating larger areas around them. In
1809 the Government instituted a system of town leases, and new arrivals to the area
were forced to register the land they occupied and pay a fee to the colonial secretary.
The Port Town (1800-1900)
Following the opening up of Sydney to free settlement after 1822 the government
surveyors surveyed and issued titles to the land in The Rocks and other parts of Sydney.
Long-term occupants were granted title of ownership to their land. As Sydney underwent a
population boom after the assisted immigration and then the gold rushes between 1839
and the 1850s, many old-time occupants subdivided their lands, either selling off portions
or else retaining them as landlords.
From c.1810 the waterfront was extensively developed with wharves and warehouses,
attracting merchants who built their houses, stores and shops along George and Argyle
Streets.
By the late 19th century The Rocks had become run down and overcrowded, the dozens
of pubs being seen as meeting places for criminal gangs, and the back streets the haunts
of prostitutes. In short, it was considered a typical waterfront slum.
In 1900 an outbreak of bubonic plague in Sydney was used by the NSW Government as
an excuse to clean the area up. Of the 103 deaths attributed to the plague, only 3
occurred in The Rocks. The entire area was bought up (“Resumed”) by the Government’s
Sydney Harbour Trust (after 1937 the Maritime Services Board) which then demolished
hundreds of houses considered to be uninhabitable.
Redevelopment (1900-current)
The newly formed State Government Housing Board designed and built “workers” housing
in 1911-13 in a move to keep tighter control on the area. Rows of new terrace-style
houses were occupied by waterside workers and their families. Shops, pubs and other
commercial buildings were simultaneously constructed following the resumption. In 1913
Sydney Council opposed the construction of “terrace” housing as being unhealthy; this
being the period of sub-urban expansion and the development of the “Garden Suburb”
ideal. The First World War halted much of the Government’s redevelopment plans for the
area and effectively stopped further demolition.
In the Inter-war period (1918-1939) little construction occurred in The Rocks; with notable
exceptions of a few pubs (Fortune of War & Glenmore), and some NSW Government
offices (Housing Board, Dept of Labour & Industry, State Clothing Factory). Some private
factories were also built in The Rocks at this period (Playfair’s butchers, Bushell’s,
Cadbury’s). All relied on locally-based labour. One of the last buildings to be designed,
and commenced, was the new offices for the Maritime Services Board (MSB) which,
interrupted by the World War II, was not completed until 1953 and now serves as the
Museum of Contemporary Art.
The construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge between 1923 and 1932 saw the
demolition of some 400 houses in Princes Street, Upper Fort Street and the western side
of Cumberland Street. Princes Street itself disappeared from the map.
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With the exception of the MSB, almost no development occurred in The Rocks in the
period from c.1932-1970. Further demolition of houses for the Cahill Expressway occurred
in 1956-7, along with the removal of Little Essex Street (Brown Bear Lane). The other
significant construction at this time was the Overseas Passenger Terminal at Circular
Quay between 1959 and 1962, serving as the post-war immigration gateway to Sydney.
In the 1960s it was planned to demolish all the buildings in The Rocks and build high-rise.
The local residents, planners, historians and sociologists, with the support of the Builders
Labourers Federation, opposed the re-development. Between 1971 and 1973 the
Government gave in to their demands and it was decided that The Rocks would be redeveloped in a means sympathetic to the historic nature of the buildings, whilst at the
same time being economically viable. Local residents were re-housed in the area, and the
former Victorian residential terraces of George, Playfair, Gloucester and Harrington Streets
were converted to commercial uses. The area south of the Cahill Expressway, known as
the “sacrificial zone” was redeveloped with high-rise commensurate with the rest of the city
from 1979 onwards.

2.2 Argyle Cut
The ridge upon which the Military Hospital (now the National Trust Centre) and Fort Philip
were erected provided a natural barrier between Sydney Cove and Darling Harbour. Calls
for a more direct east-west route can be traced back to as early as 1804. Although by
1810 a number of the streets in The Rocks had been officially named, plans to layout a
regular street grid continued to be hampered by the uneven sandstone terrain. In its
original configuration Argyle Street had two distinct halves, Upper and Lower Argyle Street,
separated by stairs cut into the living rock. Gloucester Street originally curved, following
the top of the cliff. Part of this early alignment, and the cliff face, survives to Gloucester
Walk at the rear of the Argyle Stores. A plan of Argyle Street showing the carriageways
and footways prepared in December 1834 shows the location of the cliff face.5
For decades a more direct route between the two main wharf areas of Port Jackson was
sought, to allow goods for export such as wool to be transferred from the coastal vessels
that used Darling Harbour to the overseas-bound vessels that tied up at Circular Quay.
Alexander Berry sought permission to make a cutting and establish a toll road as a
commercial venture, however Governor Bourke determined that the ambitious project was
to be undertaken by the Colonial Government rather than privately. It was not however the
Colonial Architect Ambrose Hallen who designed the Argyle Cut, rather the original design
was by his architect brother Edward Hallen who had recently arrived from England.
Hallen’s ambitious plan for the ‘intended communication from Argyle Street to Darling
Harbour’ was prepared in 1832. His watercoloured drawings survive, showing pedestrian
bridges to Princes Street and Cumberland Street and flights of stairs to either side of the
cutting connecting each of the upper streets.6 His elegant symmetrical composition was
not built as designed. James Maclehose’s Picture of Sydney and Stranger’s Guide in NSW
for 1839 described Argyle Street in detail, indicating that the construction had not yet
commenced:
Argyle Street consists of two parts, that to the westward intersection Fort, Prince,
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets, and is called Upper (or West) Argyle Street,
and is upwards of 400 ft in length; while the division on the east which passes from
Harrington Street to George Street is called Lower (or East) Argyle Street; this
section being about the same length as the upper part. These two divisions are
5
6

Argyle Street Carriage and Footways, as per the Government Gazette 31 December 1843 SHFA Historic Plan HP 58
SRNSW Surveyor General’s Maps and Plans, CGS 13859, Transverse section showing the bridges over the [Argyle] Cut to
afford a communication for the streets above, across the same, 22 March 1832, SZ 468.
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separated from each other by a precipice of considerable height… There appears to
have been at one time a series of steps cut in the rock, so as to render the
communication between the upper and lower divisions of the street available to
pedestrians; but these have of late years become greatly dilapidated, and are, in
fact, dangerous to ascend.
The steps Maclehose is referring to were located beside the Argyle Bond Stores and can
be seen in sketches dating from the 1850s.
The cutting of the sandstone commenced circa 1843, undertaken by chain gangs of
convicts. The difficult construction work soon proved beyond the capability of the enforced
labour force. Transportation to the colony had officially ceased and the sight of chain
gangs working in what was essentially a residential area offended the local population,
many of whom sought to forget their convict origins. Spoil from the construction of the cut
was used to form the semi-circular quay and infill the swampy mouth of the Tank Stream.
The excavation was abandoned prior to completion, however a lithograph by Frederick
Charles Terry dating from 1853 shows sandstone still being quarried in substantial blocks
from the cutting.7 In the foreground the timber bridge connecting the northern and
southern sections of Gloucester Street can be seen. The first Princes Street Bridge, with
its timber arch centring still in place, can be also seen. The cut would have been
traversable on foot and probably on horseback but not by carriage. George Paton, of Kent
Street, was using stone obtained from the east end of the Argyle Cut for kerbing Sydney’s
streets in 1845.8 Changes were made to the level of Argyle Street were made during the
1840s, evidenced by the bricked up windows in the Argyle Stores.9
The newly formed Sydney Municipal Council proposed works to the Argyle Cut however it
would be another decade before the excavation was complete.10 In the interim gas lighting
was installed through the unfinished cut, the installation of which was carried out during
1854.11 After complaints about the incomplete state of Argyle Street, the Sydney Municipal
Council finally completed the excavation in the late 1850s, reputedly using the technique of
blasting which had been recently introduced to NSW to speed up the construction of the
dry dock on Cockatoo Island. The newly completed Argyle Cut can be seen in a view by
Samuel Thomas Gill, as can the timber bridges to Gloucester and Cumberland Street and
the masonry bridge to Princes Street (the arch centring having removed). Almost
immediately the Cumberland Street Bridge required repairs to its fencing.12
More substantial sandstone bridges were constructed during the 1860s commencing with
the Gloucester Street Bridge in 1862, the Cumberland Street Bridge in 1864 and the
Princes Street Bridge in 1867-68. These bridges have been demolished, the Cumberland
and Gloucester Street Bridges circa 1910 and the Princes Street Bridge during the
construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The stairs cut into the rock face at the
southwestern corner of the Argyle Stores were removed in 1855.13 New sandstone stairs
were constructed at the southern end of the new Gloucester Street Bridge connecting
Cambridge Street and Argyle Street with Gloucester Street above. These stairs, which

7
8

9
10
11

12

13

Illustrated in Susanna Evans, Historic Sydney as seen by its Early Artists, Doubleday Books, Sydney, 1983 plate 28
Letter: George Paton, Kent St North. Tender for curbing and guttering part of Castlereagh & Goulburn Sts, using stone
from the east end of Argyle Cut. August 1845, Sydney City Archives
SCRA Building Data sheet PS/08 10/7/1981
Sydney Municipal Council Report 1849, Sydney City Archives item 21/007
Letter. Australian Gas Light Company Office to the Secretary of the City Commissioners. Informs
Secretary that work
has commenced in regards to lighting at Argyle Cut. 23 June 1854, Sydney City Archives, Letters Received, 26/11/597
Memo. J. Roe, City Surveyor, reports that the fencing on the east side of the Cumberland St. Bridge over the Argyle Cut
needs repair at a cost not exceeding £16. 23 June 1859, Sydney City Archives Letters Received 26/40/612
Memo, William H Baron, City Surveyor, reported the removal by Mr Tooth of steps at the wooden bridge which
connected Gloucester and Argyle Streets. 5-6 August 1855 Sydney City Archives item 26/18/0779
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appear in many photographs of the area, were named for a prominent local landowner and
businessman, Thomas Playfair.
Nineteenth-century views show that both sides of the cut were uneven, with a narrow
pavement on the southern side below the Princes Street Bridge. Pedestrians and horses
and carts shared the roadway. The uneven alignment of the Cut was partly due to the
irregular land parcels on the ridge above, a number of substantial buildings had been
constructed whilst the cut was still being excavated, making an even alignment impossible.
For many years the exposed section of rock face between the entrance to the cut and the
Argyle Stores was painted with signs advertising the Argyle Bond. A urinal was erected
under the Gloucester Street Bridge.
The Argyle Cut was notorious during the nineteenth-century, the cut and the lanes and
stairs of The Rocks were the turf of local gangs such as the Argyle Push. The gang was
named for its area of control. Illustrations of the cut and the Gloucester Street Bridge
appeared in a lithograph entitled Small Pox in Sydney, Some Fever Haunts sketched
during the small pox epidemic in 1881. During the mid 1880s the Argyle Cut was fenced
with ‘wrought iron fencing’ manufactured at the Victoria Foundry.14 The City Engineers
Department had prepared a standard plan for the wrought iron guard railing in December
1885.15 The series of photographs taken during the construction of the approaches to the
Sydney Harbour Bridge show a stepped brick wall with a sandstone coping forming a
parapet to the Cut between Cumberland and Princes Street and a palisade fence with a
sandstone base west of Princes Street. All of the nineteenth-century parapets and railings
to the Argyle Cut have disappeared.
It was not until after the resumption of The Rocks and Millers Point in December 1900 that
an attempt was made to rationalise the uneven building alignments and the series of
bridges over the Argyle Cut. The City Improvement Board prepared plans to regularise all
of the streets in The Rocks. The Argyle Cut was to be retained, however it was to be
widened to 70ft (approx. 21m) and the irregular walls were to be straightened.16 This realignment did not occur until 1931, after the completion of the southern approach to the
Sydney Harbour Bridge.
The Town Clerk, J. M. Forde, compiled historical information regarding a number of
historic sites in the city, including the Argyle Cut.17 His series of articles on ‘Old Sydney’
struck a chord with many Sydneysiders. Artists including Lionel Lindsay and Sydney Ure
Smith and the photographer Harold Cazneaux sought to record the areas of the city that
the Public Works Department had proposed for urban renewal. The Argyle Cut was a
popular scene and numerous sketches, paintings and photographs survive. During the
construction of the approaches to the Sydney Harbour Bridges Sydney’s artists once again
sketched and painted vanishing Sydney.
Although the Argyle Cut looked picturesque in the artist’s sketches, sanitary improvements
and the planned urban renewal that followed on from the 1900 outbreak of the plague were
slow in coming. Locals complained that the cavities in the rock wall of the Cut were being
used to dump rubbish, and that the refuse was attracting rats.18 The cavities in the rock
wall of the Cut survived until the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and can be
14

15

16
17

18

J R Bubb & Company, Victoria Foundry, 575 George Street, James Gibson, Pearl Street, Newtown, Peter McGregor, Susan
Street, Leichhardt, J Caen, 15 Stanley Street, witness. Bond of £20 for supplying and erecting wrought iron fencing for Argyle
Cut. City of Sydney Archives, Contracts item 65/1824
Standard plan: Argyle Cut, wrought iron guard railing, City of Sydney Archives, Plans of Engineering and Survey Standards
(E3) Item E3-2
Remodelling ‘The Rocks’, Daily Telegraph Jan 7 1902
J.M. Ford - Town Clerk. Formation of Argyle Cut. Information for series of articles on ‘Old Sydney’, City of Sydney Archives,
Town Clerk's Correspondence Folders, 1908/2221
George Gibson - Town Clerk. State of cavities in rock, Argyle Cut. [Problem of rubbish attracting rats] City of Sydney
Archives, Town Clerk’s Correspondence 1904/1483.
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seen in the record photographs. Further complaints resulted in the City Cleansing
Inspector agreeing that the walls of the Cut should be cleaned.19
Excavations were undertaken by the Public Works Department to regularise the alignment
of the cut in the second half of 1912. This work appears to have occurred below the
proposed new re-inforced concrete arched bridge. The demolition of the Cumberland and
Gloucester Street Bridges is likely to have occurred in late 1912 or early 1913.
Photographs of the adjacent buildings that were also demolished can be found in the
Sydney City Council Demolition books. The first stage of the excavation was complete by
January 1913 and the construction of the timber arch centring began for the new bridge.20
The Playfair Stairs that connected Gloucester and Cambridge Street were also
demolished, as was part of View Terrace to the south. The urinal beneath the Gloucester
Street Bridge was relocated in 1912 and again when the construction of the approaches
began.21
The reinforced concrete arch bridge to Cumberland Street was substantially completed by
June 1914 when it was photographed.22 In its original configuration the arch was open. In
addition to the new bridge a new set of steps, the Argyle Stairs, was constructed to link
Argyle Street with Gloucester Street (Gloucester Walk) and Cumberland Street. A
rendered archway with a keystone and voussoirs marked the entrance to the steps, which
were constructed up the cliff face to the original level of Gloucester Street, with a second
flight leading up to the newly levelled Cumberland Street. The detailed block plans of the
area prepared in 1901 clearly show the position of the steps beside the southern wall of
the Argyle Cut. There are no steps beside the Argyle Stores and there is no documentary
evidence to substantiate the claim that the Argyle Steps were hand cut by convicts in 1815
or 1818 (depending on which guide book you read). The original stairs had vanished by
the mid 1850s.
During the construction of the Southern Approach to the Sydney Harbour Bridge the Argyle
Cut was widened and the walls straightened, creating an even footpath to both sides. The
living rock through which the Cut was made remains evident. The sequence of
photographs of the construction of the Southern Approach show that the re-alignment,
including the demolition of the Princes Street Bridge, was undertaken in 1931 once the
approach had been substantially completed. The stone tablet recording the date of
construction of the Princes Street Bridge and the name of the incumbent mayor of Sydney,
Charles Moore, the mayor of Sydney in 1867-68, was salvaged. In 1937 it was proposed
that the plaque be relocated to Dawes Point Park. In the 1960s requests were made for
the plaque from the Princes Street Bridge to be embedded into the south wall of the Argyle
cut. A second, smaller plaque also mounted in the wall of the Cut is now unreadable.
Princes Street vanished entirely during the construction of the approaches to the Sydney
Harbour Bridge. Today the Argyle Cut largely retains its 1930s alignment.

19

20

Filthy state walls of the Argyle Cut pointed out by citizen. Chief Inspector concurs and asks for necessary work to be carried
out. August – September 1912 City of Sydney Archives
Argyle Street - Alteration and Improvement. Excavation of the first section of Argyle cut now completed, provision for
timbering for the new bridge and 6ft wide covered footway will commence. City of Sydney Archives, Town Clerk’s
Correspondence Folders Item 1913/0692
21
Public Works Department advise removing urinal under old Gloucester St bridge, while widening Argyle Cut, September
1912. SCC Archives Town Clerk's Correspondence Folders, 1912/4046 Argyle Cut. Effect upon location of urinal, of work
carried out by Public Works Dept. in connection with bridge approaches.
22
ML GPO 1 Still 32558 Argyle Cut July 1914
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View of Argyle Street prior to the
commencement of the Cut. The
allotments of John Piper and John Laurie
were located at the base of the cliff.
Source: Parish Map Preservation project

Edward Hallen’s design for the Argyle Cut
Source: SRNSW (AONSW) Surveyor General’s
Maps and Plans SZ 468

View of the Argyle Cut that appeared in
the Sands and Kenny Directory for 1855.
The lithograph is based on an 1853 view
by Frederick Charles Terry. The original
Argyle Steps can be seen.
Source: NLA Rex Nan Kivell Collection nla.pican8329606
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Plan of Argyle
Street prepared in
1834. The plan
has been redrawn
above and
labeled.
Source
SHFA HP 58
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Samuel Thomas
Gill’s view of the
Argyle Cut drawn
before the
construction of the
new bridges in the
1860s.
Source: ML PX*D 383,
Original sketches by S.
T. Gill, 1844-1864, No.
13 Argyle Cut

Small-Pox in
Sydney -Some of
the Fever Haunts.
29 June 1881
The Playfair Stairs
are shown, as is a
view of the
Gloucester Street
Bridge from below
and another from
above.
Source: SLVIC Image
number mp004602
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Extract from the 1889 plan of The Rocks showing the location of the now demolished
Bridges.
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Extract from the series of
Block Plans prepared when
The Rocks was resumed in
1900. The series of stairs
to the southern side of the
cut are evident. Note that
there are no steps adjacent
to the rear wall of the Argyle
Stores.
Source: SHFA Resumption Plan N

Charles Kerry’s view of the
Argyle Cut taken circa 1900.
A comparison between this
view and Lionel Lindsay’s
sketch below shows that
Lindsay’s view of The
Rocks were remarkably
accurate. Note the
advertising for the Argyle
Bond at the base of the
bridge. The small structure
adjacent is probably the
urinal removed by the PWD
in 1912/13.
SLVIC image number b52432
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Lionel Lindsay’s view of the
‘Old Argyle Cut’ and the
Gloucester Street Bridge.
The image is dated 1919
however it was drawn prior
to the construction of the
present Bridge and is
therefore pre 1912.
Source: NGA Accn No: NGA
83.512v

Detailed view of the
Cumberland Street Bridge
showing the parapet and
fencing taken around the
time that the Cumberland
and Gloucester Street
Bridges were demolished.
Source: City of Sydney Archives :
Demolition Books 71-79
Cumberland Street Image
000\000724
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Extract from the plan showing the proposed realignments of streets in The Rocks
identifying the bridges that were demolished.

The Argyle Cut, July 1914
showing the arch of the new
bridge and the new Argyle
stairs which replaced the
Playfair Stairs.
The northern wall of the cut
are still uneven, indicating
that the only section that
was re-aligned was below
the new bridge.
Source: ML GPO1 Still 32258
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View of the Argyle Cut in the
1920s. The arch has been
infilled and the pylons with
lights added. The
construction of the
approaches has begun (as
evidenced by the large
sheds to the south of the
Cumberland Street Bridge.
Source: Sydney City Archives
CRS44/256
File 028\028938

Argyle Street looking west.
This is one of the series of
views taken during the
construction of the
approaches of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge (6 March
1930). It shows that the
pavement had been
widened beneath the
Cumberland Street Bridge
but not beyond.
Source SRNSW (AONSW)
12685_a007_a00704_8724000053
r.jpg

The southern approach
under construction showing
the arch centring and the
partly demolished stairs to
Princes Street on the RHS.
20 March 1931.
Source SRNSW (AONSW)
12685_a007_a00704_8724000081
r.jpg
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The memorial plaque of the
Princes Street Bridge
shortly before it was
salvaged.
Source SRNSW (AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704_8724000056
r.jpg

Men working on the walls of
Argyle Cut during 1931.
Source SRNSW (AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704_8724000101
r.jpg

Spectators on the
Cumberland Street Bridge
watching the demolition of
the Princes Street Bridge,
19/08/1931.
Source SRNSW (AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704_8724000108
r.jpg
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2.3 Argyle Bridge
There have been a series of bridges constructed over the Argyle Cut linking the northern
and southern sections of the streets that run along the ridge that separates Sydney Cove
from Darling Harbour. The Cut itself was commenced circa 1843. The exact date of
construction of the initial bridges has not been determined however they date from before
1853, which is when Frederick Charles Terry’s lithograph of the incomplete Argyle Cut was
prepared.23 In the foreground of Terry’s sketch the timber bridge connecting the northern
and southern sections of Gloucester Street can be seen, as can the steps leading up the
hillside. The steps beside the Argyle Stores were removed in 1855.24 The present Argyle
Stairs date from the twentieth-century. The first Princes Street Bridge, with its timber arch
centring still in place, can also be seen in Terry’s view.
The newly formed Sydney Municipal Council had proposed works to the Argyle Cut in
1849 however it would be another decade before the excavation was complete.25 The Cut
was finally opened to vehicular traffic in the late 1850s. The newly completed thoroughfare
can be seen in an undated view by Samuel Thomas Gill, as can the timber bridges to
Gloucester and Cumberland Street and the masonry bridge to Princes Street (the arch
centring having now been removed). Almost immediately the Cumberland Street Bridge
required repairs to its fencing.26
During the 1860s the Council constructed more substantial sandstone bridges across the
cut, commencing with the Gloucester Street Bridge in 1862. Construction of the
Cumberland Street Bridge is believed to have been occurred during 1864.27 The Princes
Street Bridge was constructed in 1867-68. These second generation bridges have been
demolished, the Cumberland and Gloucester Street Bridges circa 1912 and the Princes
Street Bridge in August 1931. The Princes Street Bridge remained in place until the arch
of the Southern Approach to the Sydney Harbour Bridge had been completed.28
The Gloucester Street Bridge was constructed in 1862 by James B. Elphinston of
Lyndhurst Glebe and his two partners: William and Alexander Elphinston.29 The
Elphinstons were required to pay the Municipal council a bond of 80 pounds.30 The design
of the bridge appears to have been by the City Engineer.31 The majority of the Glebebased building company’s output was housing. The Princes Street Bridge was erected by
two different sets of contractors, with one contract let in 1867 and a second in 1868.
William Eadie and Archibald Mackellar, contractors and William Brown, Blacksmith, paid a
£100 pound bond for the construction and completion of the Princes Street Bridge over the
Argyle Cut.32 This work appears not to have been completed and a court case ensued. A
second contract was let the following year to John C. O’Brien, contractor, William James
Gardiner, lime merchant and Michael Flynn, stonemason.33
23
24

25
26

27

28

29
30

31

32

33

Illustrated in Susanna Evans, Historic Sydney as seen by its Early Artists, Doubleday Books, Sydney, 1983 plate 28
Memo, William H Baron, City Surveyor, reported the removal by Mr Tooth of steps at the wooden bridge which
connected Gloucester and Argyle Streets. 5-6 August 1855 Sydney City Archives item 26/18/0779
Sydney Municipal Council Report 1849, Sydney City Archives item 21/007
Memo. J. Roe, City Surveyor, reports that the fencing on the east side of the Cumberland St. Bridge over the Argyle Cut
needs repair at a cost not exceeding £16. 23 June 1859, Sydney City Archives Letters Received 26/40/612
The Sydney City Archives holds contracts and correspondence relating to the Gloucester and Princes Street bridges. I
have not been able to find a reference to the contract for the Cumberland Street Bridge.
Photographs of the Princes Street Bridge being demolished can be found at SRNSW in series 12685 (the record
photographs of the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge). The demolition occurred in August 1931.
The spelling of Elphinston varies, in some records it is spelt Elphinstone.
SCC Archives Record Series - Contracts 65/0267 Contract No. 205 6 March 1862 James B. Elphinston, contractor of
Lyndhurst, Glebe and William and Alexander Elphinston, Bond of £80 for construction of bridge over Argyle Cut in
Gloucester Street by James B. Elphinston.
Letter from James Elphinston offering to perform works on the Argyle Cut under the direction of the City Engineer. 7
June 1862 SCC Archives Letters Received 26/57/626
William Eadie and Archibald McKellar, contractors, William Brown, blacksmith of William Street, bond of £100 for
construction and completing bridge in Princes Street over the Argyle Cut. Contract No. 346, City Works. Note: Stamped
"District Court Sydney. Sydney City Archives Contracts 65/0425
John C. O'Brien, contractor, 155 Woolloomooloo Street, Woolloomooloo, William James Gardner, Druitt Street, lime
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Following the demolition of the steps beside the Argyle Stores in 1855 access from Argyle
Street to Gloucester Street was via steps to the south of the Gloucester Street Bridge.
Historic views show sandstone stairs connecting Cambridge Street and Argyle Street with
Gloucester Street above. Further steps connected Gloucester and Cumberland Streets
and Cumberland and Princes Streets. The stairs to the south of the Gloucester Street
Bridge, which appear in many photographs, maps and sketches of the area, were named
for a prominent local landowner and businessman, Thomas Playfair. Illustrations of the
Argyle Cut and the Gloucester Street Bridge appeared in a lithograph entitled Small Pox in
Sydney, Some Fever Haunts sketched during the small pox epidemic in 1881.
It was not until after the resumption of The Rocks and Millers Point in December 1900 that
an attempt was made to rationalise the uneven building alignments and the series of
bridges over the Argyle Cut. The City Improvement Board prepared plans to regularise the
streets in The Rocks. The Argyle Cut was to be retained, however it was to be widened to
70ft and the irregular walls straightened. A series of new bridges were proposed.
The Town Clerk, J. M. Forde compiled historical information regarding a number of sites in
the city, including the Argyle Cut.34 His series of articles on ‘Old Sydney’ struck a chord
with many. Artists including Lionel Lindsay and Sydney Ure Smith and the photographer
Harold Cazneaux sought to record the areas of the city that the
Public Works Department proposed for urban renewal. The Argyle Cut and its bridges was
a popular scene and numerous sketches, paintings and photographs survive. Photographs
held in the Sydney City Council Demolition Books show the detail of the bridges over the
Cut and their palisade fencing.
These photographs were taken shortly before the
demolition of the housing between Cumberland and Gloucester Street undertaken so that
street realignments could occur. Gas street lighting illuminated the staircases adjacent to
the bridges. There was no lighting on the bridges themselves.
The published plans of the remodelling of “The Rocks’ showed ‘new Cumberland Street’
and ‘New Harrington Street’; Gloucester Street was to disappear.35 The Advisory Board
prepared a plan of the proposed remodelling of the streets in The Rocks Resumed Area in
1903.36 This plan shows the replacement of the Cumberland and Gloucester Street
Bridges with a single bridge. The complete remodelling of The Rocks and the realignment
of the streets was abandoned in favour of keeping the more substantial buildings and
upgrading them. Only limited street alignments were undertaken. The NSW Public Works
Department proposed that one substantial re-inforced concrete arch bridge be constructed,
replacing the two earlier stone bridges across the Argyle Cut. The level of Gloucester
Street was raised so that it intersected with Cumberland Street. Cumberland Street (now
called York Street North) was widened and straightened. The Cumberland and Gloucester
Street Bridges built in the 1860s were both demolished. The Princes Street Bridge was
retained.
The reinforced concrete arch bridge, designed by the PWD, appears to have been
designed in 1912 and constructed in 1913.37 The timing of the design co-incides with the
establishment of a separate section within the PWD to design the Sydney Harbour Bridge,

merchant and Michael Flynn, Forbes Street, stonemason, bond of £100 for Princes Street Bridge over the Argyle Cut.
Sydney City Archives, Contracts 65/0488
34
J.M. Ford - Town Clerk. Formation of Argyle Cut. Information for series of articles on ‘Old Sydney’ SCC Archives, Town
Clerk's Correspondence Folders, 1908/2221
35
Remodelling ‘The Rocks’, Daily Telegraph Jan 7 1902
36
Plan showing the proposed rearrangement of streets in The Rocks Resumed Areas. Hickson, Vernon et al, SHFA
HP169
37
Plan of the site of the proposed Cumberland Street Bridge, 1912 SRNSW AO Plan now SR Plan 60175 Series 12466
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the City Railway and other related city works.38 A drawing showing the ‘old brick arch
bridge to be removed’ and the location of the existing Playfair Stairs and the proposed new
stairs beside the Argyle Stores survives in State Records.39 The drawing also shows
where the rockfaces occurred.
Excavations were undertaken by the PWD to regularise the alignment of the cut below the
Cumberland and Gloucester Street Bridges in the second half of 1912. The demolition of
the pair of bridges occurred the same year, with the Gloucester Street Bridge demolished
first. One of the photographs in Charles Bertie’s album of views of The Rocks is of the
demolition of the Playfair Stairs taken in September 1912. The caption notes that the arch
of the Gloucester Bridge has already been removed.40 The Playfair Stairs that had long
connected Gloucester and Cambridge Street were also demolished, as was part of View
Terrace to the south of the site of the new bridge. The construction of the timber arch
centring began in January 1913.41
The PWD kept up with international developments in bridge design and had been using
concrete in bridge construction since the 1890s. Initially the concrete was concealed by
masonry however post 1900 the material came to be used in its own right. In its initial
configuration the arch was open, as can be seen in views taken shortly before World War
1, including the well -known view by Harold Cazneaux of a group of children standing
outside the Argyle Stores.
In addition to the new bridge a new set of steps, the Argyle Stairs, were constructed to link
Argyle Street with Gloucester Street (Gloucester Walk) and Cumberland Street. A
rendered Italianate style archway with a keystone, voussoirs and lettering marked the
entrance to the steps, which were constructed up the cliff face to the original level of
Gloucester Street, with a second flight leading up to the newly levelled Cumberland Street.
The detailed block plans of the area prepared in 1901 clearly show the position of the
steps beside the southern wall of the Argyle Cut. There are no steps beside the Argyle
Stores and there is no documentary evidence to substantiate the claim that the Argyle
Steps were hand cut by convicts in 1815 or 1818 (depending on which guide book you
read). The original stairs had been demolished in the mid 1850s.
Photographs of the Cumberland Street Bridge in its completed form survive from the
1920s, showing that the visible structure of the arch had been infilled. The balustrade had
been completed, with electric street lighting attached to pylons on the eastern parapet. A
section of this balustrade/parapet detail survives to the Argyle Stairs adjacent to the
Glenmore Hotel. The balustrading above the archway to the Argyle Stairs, and the similar
balustrading to the substation opposite, also appear in the 1920s views but not in the 1914
views of the bridge.
In the 1920s construction sheds for the Sydney Harbour Bridge were erected just south of
the Cumberland Street Bridge, in the location of the present access stairs to the Sydney
Harbour Bridge. When the approaches and the access stair had been completed this
area was landscaped (north and south of the Cumberland Street Bridge) and King George
V Park created. Princes Street vanished entirely during the construction of the approaches
to the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The Cumberland Street Bridge was a popular vantage point

38

39
40

41

A separate branch was set up within the PWD to design the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the city railway and related works.
Initially the section was known as the Sydney Harbour and Sydney Transit Branch (1912). The PWD’s Roads and
Bridges Branch had been formed in 1907.
AO Plan 61075 (SR Plan).
The caption reads “photographed September 1912, Gloucester Street arch removed”. The Bertie album is in SHFA’s
collection.
Argyle Street - Alteration and Improvement. Excavation of the first section of Argyle cut now completed, provision for
timbering for the new bridge and 6ft wide covered footway will commence. SCC Archives, Town Clerk’s
Correspondence Folders Item 1913/0692
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and a number of the photographs of the progress of the Southern Approaches to the
Sydney Harbour Bridge were taken from here.42
In 1956 the re-inforced concrete arch of the Cumberland Street Bridge was demolished,
replaced with a concrete beam bridge. The distinctive pylons were retained however a
new, solid balustrade was erected. This was one of a series of road improvements made
in conjunction with the construction of the Cahill Expressway. Photographs of the work in
progress show the arch being demolished and the new pre-cast, pre-stressed beams
waiting to be lowered into place. The beams were set into pockets on either side of the
cut.43
In the archival records the bridge is not referred to as the Argyle Street Bridge, rather the
names of the various bridges are derived from the street that they carried over the Argyle
Cut.

View of Argyle
Street prior to the
commencement
of the Cut and the
construction of
bridges.
Source: Parish Map
Preservation project

View of the Argyle
Cut that appeared
in the Sands and
Kenny Directory
for 1855. The
lithograph is
based on an 1853
view by Frederick
Charles Terry. It
shows the timber
bridge to
Gloucester Street.
NLA Rex Nan Kivell
Collection nla.pican8329606

42

43

The view of the Princes Street Stone Arch Ring demolished shows a crowd lined up on the Cumberland Street Bridge
watching the works. SRNSW Series 12685 view 12685_a007_a00704_8724000108r.jpg
View of Old Bridge Structure over Argyle Street, 26 October 1956. City of Sydney Archives, City Engineers
Photographic Negatives, File 010\010583
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Samuel Thomas
Gill’s view of the
Argyle Cut drawn
before the
construction of
the new bridges
in the 1860s.
These are the first
generation of
bridges. The
view probably
dates from 18591862.
Source: ML PX*D 383,
Original sketches by
S. T. Gill, 1844-1864,
No. 13 Argyle Cut

1888 Map of
Sydney showing
Argyle Street and
the three bridges.
Source: NLA Maps
1888. MAP RM 1614.
Tile a1.
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Small-Pox in
Sydney- Some of
the Fever Haunts.
29 June 1881.
The Playfair
Stairs are shown,
as is a view of the
Gloucester Street
Bridge from below
and another from
above.
Source: SLVIC Image
number mp004602

‘Old Sydney’.
This view, dating
from 1888 shows
the three bridges.
The wall of the
Playfair Stairs is
to the LHS.
Source: SLVIC
mp010105
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Lionel Lindsay’s
view of the ‘Old
Argyle Cut’ and
the Gloucester
Street Bridge.
The image is
dated 1919
however it was
drawn prior to the
construction of
the present
Bridge and is
therefore pre
1912.
Source: NGA Accn
No: NGA 83.512v

Sydney Ure
Smith’s view of
the Gloucester
Street Bridge.
The sketch is
dated 1920s
however the
bridge it depicts
was demolished
in 1912.
Source: NGA 93.195
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Detailed view of
the Cumberland
Street Bridge
showing the
parapet and
fencing taken
around the time
that the
Cumberland and
Gloucester Street
Bridges were
demolished.
Source: City of
Sydney Archives :
Demolition Books 7179 Cumberland Street
Image 000\000724

Charles Bertie’s
view of Argyle
Street taken in
September 1912,
shortly after the
arch of the
Gloucester Street
Bridge had been
removed.
Source: SHFA
DW310240
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Diagram showing
the location of the
steps and bridges
at the time of the
Resumption.
A section of the
cliff to the rear of
the Argyle Cut
retains the same
alignment today.
Source:
Noni Boyd
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Plan showing the
site of the
proposed
Cumberland
Bridge, 1912.
Source:
AO Plan 61075
(now SR Plan 61075)

Detail showing
the location of the
Gloucester Street
Bridge to be
removed. The
site for the new
stairway is also
shown.
Source:
AO Plan 61075
(now SR Plan 61075)
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Harold
Cazeneaux’ s
well known view
of the Argyle Cut.
The open arch of
the Cumberland
Street Bridge can
be seen. The
view is dated
1912 but is likely
to be 1913/1914.
Source: NGA 81.248

The Argyle Cut,
July 1914
showing the arch
of the new bridge
and the Argyle
stairs which
replaced the
Playfair Stairs.
The northern wall
of the cut are still
uneven,
indicating that the
only section that
was re-aligned
was below the
new bridge
Source: ML GPO1
Still 32258
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View of the
Argyle Cut in the
1920s. The arch
has been infilled
and the pylons
with lights added.
The construction
of the
approaches has
begun (as
evidenced by the
large sheds to the
south of the
Cumberland
Street Bridge.
Source: Sydney City
Archives CRS44/256
File 028\028938

Spectators on the
Cumberland
Street Bridge
watching the
demolition of the
Princes Street
Bridge,
19/08/1931
Source SRNSW
(AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704
_8724000108r.jpg
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Construction of
the section of the
approaches to
the Sydney
Harbour Bridge
over the Argyle
Cut. Showing the
arch centering
over the Argyle
Cut. Note the
Cumberland
Street Bridge and
the Glenmore
Hotel
March 1931
Source SRNSW
(AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704
_8724000083r.jpg

Construction of
the section of the
approaches to
the Sydney
Harbour Bridge
over the Argyle
Cut. The beams
were to support
the arch
centering. Note
the Cumberland
Street Bridge to
the LHS.
March 1931
Source SRNSW
(AONSW) still
12685_a007_a00704
_8724000076r.jpg
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View of the
Cumberland
Street Bridge
showing the park
to the North and
the landscaping
adjacent to the
access stairs to
the Sydney
Harbour Bridge.
Note the lawn to
the south of the
Argyle Cut.
Source: City of
Sydney Archives,
036\036922

View of the
pedestrian
approach to the
Sydney Harbour
Bridge showing a
section of the
southern end of
the Cumberland
Street Bridge.
City of Sydney
Archives
File 036/036908
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View of the Old
Bridge Structure
over Argyle
Street, 26
October 1956.
City of Sydney
Archives
File 010\010583

Current view of
the surviving
section of the
parapet/
balustrade
to the
Cumberland
Street Bridge.
The original detail
can be seen in
the 1920s view.
Source
Noni Boyd 2008
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3. Physical Evidence
The aim of this chapter is to describe Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge in detail in order to
facilitate the understanding of the existing place. The place itself is a good source of
information on the number of changes that have been carried out during its lifetime. This
chapter builds on the evidence outlined in the previous section to note the physical
changes that have taken place over time in order to understand why, when and how these
alterations were made.

3.1 Street and Streetscape Description
Argyle Street runs from the Circular Quay to Millers Point in the west, in the length of about
400m, along the way passing under the Bradfield Highway. The Argyle Cut and Argyle
Bridge are located near the middle of the length of the street.
Argyle street retains its historic character in all its length, with notable buildings from
Victorian, Federation and Interwar periods dominant in the streetscape lined with mature
vegetation. The vehicular traffic in parts of the street to the east (between Circular Quay
and George Street, and between George and Harrington Streets) is closed for the general
public, encouraging direct flow of traffic from Harrington into Argyle Street.
In the immediate vicinity of the Cambridge Street corner is the Argyle Bridge, part of the
Cumberland Street, elevated above the level of Argyle Street by about 10m.
3.1.1 Views and Vistas
Argyle Bridge is notable in the view along the Argyle Street from the east, when Bradfield
Highway acts as its backdrop; it is not well visible from the west, being largely obscured by
the mature vegetation, however, within about 50m from the Bradfield Highway approach it
becomes visible again, identifiable as a straight line in the arch of the Highway approach.
Argyle Cut is noticeable from Argyle Street level from a distance of about 50m (from both
directions), and presents a particularly interesting feature when viewed from the elevated
levels of Argyle Bridge (Cumberland Street) or Bradfield Highway.
Argyle Bridge is identifiable from the areas of Cumberland Street to the south and north
starting from a distance of about 30-50m. It would also be visible from particular points at
a greater distance to the east, but it is not likely to be readily identifiable to most
spectators, partly due to its close proximity to the Bradfield Highway.
The Argyle Cut, located under Argyle Bridge and under the Highway is not likely to be
identified from a greater distance. In views to both places, key aspects are the fabric
finishes which consist of brute concrete (Argyle Bridge) and coarsely cut rock (Argyle Cut).

3.2 Physical Description
Argyle Bridge is readily identifiable as a reinforced-concrete structure, stretching above the
whole width of Argyle Street in a single span. On a closer look, Argyle Bridge also
presents through its lighting pylons bearing lanterns (original to its construction), as well as
the arch to the Argyle Stairs to the north, all of which present in unison, as parts of the
same set of elements. The simply decorated features, including the light pylons and
parapet decorations, give it an imagery of a historic structure.
Argyle Cut underneath has a more rudimentary, almost natural appearance. Several
downpipes chased into its face (from Bradfield Highway level) have an intrusive effect.
The tablet commemorating Chas. Moore, Mayor, is located about half way through the Cut.
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Figure 3 Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut, view to the west from Argyle Street level
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Figure 4 Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut, (top): view to the east from Argyle Street level, and
(bottom): view to the west from Argyle Bridge level
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Figure 5 Argyle Bridge and Argyle Stairs, (top left): view to the south from the steps, (top
right): view along the parapet from the bridge level, and (bottom): view to the steps entry
from Argyle Bridge level
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Figure 6 Argyle Bridge and Argyle Stairs, details.
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Figure 7 Argyle Bridge, details.
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Figure 8 Argyle Stairs, details.
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Figure 9 Argyle Stairs, details.

Figure 10 Argyle Cut, Table commemorating Chas. Moore, Mayor.
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Figure 11 Argyle Cut: abutments of the earlier bridge remain in situ.
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Figure 12 Argyle Cut: stone kerbs and gutters survive in places.

Figure 13 Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge: various fixtures and fittings also occasionally
survive in situ.
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4. Assessment of Cultural Significance
The following assessments of heritage significance are based on the information from the
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s S.170 Register, as well as that available from
previous sections of this report. The assessments have been prepared utilising the current
evaluation criteria established by the New South Wales Heritage Council (HC).

4.1 Significance of Argyle Cut
4.1.1 Assessment against the NSW HC Criteria
Criterion (a) – An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)
Argyle Cut has historical significance as an early east-west route across The Rocks, as an
imposing example of convict public works, and as evidence, in its ongoing changes,
crossings and widenings, of improvements in the provision of access and infrastructure,
including the work of the Sydney Harbour Trust and that for the construction of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge and its approaches.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on State level.
Criterion (b) – An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a
person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or
the cultural or natural history of the local area)
The Argyle Cut has significance in that it is identified with the changing labour market in
Sydney. It has associations with convict labour and the acceptance of responsibility of
urban growth and public works by the Sydney Council.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on local level.
Criterion (c) – An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or
a high degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the local area)
Argyle Cut has been ranked along with Busby's Bore and the Circular Quay as one of the
most impressive engineering feats in early Sydney and NSW context. It has aesthetic
significance with the deep cutting providing a dramatic feature in Argyle Street.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on State level.
Criterion (d) – An item has strong or special association with a particular community
or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons
The Argyle Cut has social significance as an important feature in The Rocks conservation
area, and contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks. The Argyle cut is held in
high esteem as indicated by its listings on the National Trust register and the Register of
National estate, and thus is recognised by an identifiable group and has importance to the
broader community. The Argyle Cut has significance from the links it derives with and
support function associated with the development of a society in which it has sat for more
than 150 years.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on local level.
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Criterion (e) – An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history
of the local area)
The Argyle Cut has research potential for its association with town planning and street and
urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of transportation
systems within the city.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on State level.
Criterion (f) – An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)
The Argyle Cut is a rare example of early responses to the geographical difficulties
presented to urban growth. The large spine of rock which cut the area into two was a
barrier to the ease of transportation between two important and growing maritime and
mercantile precincts.
Argyle Cut meets this criterion on State level.
Criterion (g) – An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of
a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments (or a
class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural
environments)
Not applicable.
4.1.2 Ability to Represent Historic Themes
The extant fabric of Argyle Cut has the ability to represent the historic theme of Port Town.
The Argyle Cut itself demonstrates evidence of the urban layout of Sydney around the time
of its creation and of the practices put in place to resolve the challenges of the topography
of The Rocks in relation to that layout.
4.1.3 Statement of Significance
The current statement of significance presented in the Foreshore Authority’s S.170
Register reads:
Argyle Cut is of State heritage significance for its historical and scientific cultural values.
The site is also of State heritage significance for its contribution to The Rocks area
which is of State heritage significance in its own right.
The Argyle Cut has significance in that it is identified with the changing labour market in
Sydney. It has associations with convict labour and the acceptance of responsibility of
urban growth and public works by the Sydney Council. Argyle Cut has historical
significance as an early east-west route across The Rocks, as an imposing example of
convict public works, and as evidence, in its ongoing changes, crossings and widening,
of improvements in the provision of access and infrastructure, including the work of the
Sydney Harbour Trust and that for the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and
its approaches. It has aesthetic significance with the deep cutting providing a dramatic
feature in Argyle Street.
It has been ranked along with Busby's Bore and the building of Circular Quay as one of
the most impressive engineering feats in early Sydney.
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The Argyle Cut has social significance as an important feature in The Rocks
conservation area, and contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks. The Argyle
cut is held in high esteem as indicated by its listings on the National Trust register and
the Register of National estate, and thus is recognised by an identifiable group and has
importance to the broader community.
The Argyle Cut has significance from the links it derives with and support function
associated with the development of a society in which it has sat for more than 150
years.
The Argyle Cut has research potential for its association with town planning and street
and urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of
transportation systems within the city.
The Argyle Cut is a rare example of early responses to the geographical difficulties
presented to urban growth. The large spine of rock which cut the area into two was a
barrier to the ease of transportation between two important and growing maritime and
mercantile precincts.
Further to the analysis presented above, it is deemed that the current statement of
significance should be modified to read:
Argyle Cut is of State heritage significance for historical, technological and scientific
reasons, and of local significance for The Rocks and Sydney area for social, aesthetic
and reasons of rarity.
The Argyle Cut demonstrates the changing labour market in Sydney in the 19th Century.
It has associations with convict labour and the acceptance of responsibility of urban
growth and public works by the Sydney Council. Argyle Cut has historical significance
as an early east-west route across The Rocks, as an imposing example of convict
public works, and as evidence (in its ongoing changes, crossings and widening) of
improvements in the provision of access and infrastructure, including the work of the
Sydney Harbour Trust and that for the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and
its approaches. It has aesthetic significance with the deep cutting providing a dramatic
feature in Argyle Street.
It has been ranked along with Busby's Bore and the building of Circular Quay Station as
one of the most impressive engineering feats in early Sydney and NSW.
The Argyle Cut has social significance as an important feature in The Rocks
conservation area, and contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks.
The Argyle Cut has research potential for its association with town planning and street
and urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of
transportation systems within the city. The Argyle Cut is a rare example of early
responses to the geographical difficulties presented to urban growth.

4.1.4 Curtilage
From the heritage perspective, Argyle Cut is a single and readily identifiable heritage place
(in the terminology of The Burra Charter), bound by the extent of the face-rock cut along
Argyle Street. The two overbridges (Bradfield Highway and the Argyle Bridge) present as
closely related places, albeit with their own separate identities.
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Argyle Cut is currently divided between two management and ownership areas, with its
eastern portion (from the eastern face wall of Bradfield Highway eastwards) in the
management of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, and its western portion in the
management of the City of Sydney. However, the minimum heritage curtilage includes
both these portions.
The key material element of the place is the face rock with its rough and irregular
appearance, and it is vital to retain that element visible and that appearance unaltered.

4.2 Significance of Argyle Bridge
4.2.1 Argyle Bridge –Assessment against the NSW HC Criteria
Criterion (a) – An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)
The Argyle Bridge provides historical evidence of the town planning initiatives to improve
the provision of access and infrastructure including the urban improvements of the Sydney
Harbour Trust in the early 1900s, and of the changes to the road pattern and surrounds
involved in the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in the 1920s-1930s.
Argyle Bridge meets this criterion on State level.
Criterion (b) – An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a
person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or
the cultural or natural history of the local area)
Not applicable.
Criterion (c) – An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or
a high degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the local area)
Not applicable.
Criterion (d) – An item has strong or special association with a particular community
or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons
The Argyle Bridge is held in high esteem by the residents and visitors to Sydney, and
contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks conservation area.
Argyle Bridge meets this criterion on local level.
Criterion (e) – An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history
of the local area)
The Argyle Bridge has research potential for its association with town planning, street and
urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of transportation
systems in The Rocks.
Argyle Bridge meets this criterion on local level.
Criterion (f) – An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)
Not applicable.
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Criterion (g) – An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of
a class of NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments (or a
class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural
environments)
Not applicable.
4.2.2 Ability to Represent Historic Themes
The extant fabric of Argyle Bridge has the ability to represent the historic theme of (The
Rocks’) Redevelopment 1900-current. The fabric of the Argyle Bridge demonstrates
evidence of the urban matrix of The Rocks at the time of (and before) its creation, and of
the practices put in place to resolve the challenges of the topography of The Rocks.

4.3 Statement of Significance
The current statement of significance presented in the Foreshore Authority’s S.170
Register reads:
The Argyle Bridge and site are of State heritage significance for their historical and
scientific cultural values. The site and building are also of State heritage significance
for their contribution to The Rocks area which is of State Heritage significance in its own
right.
The Argyle Bridge has research potential for its association with town planning, street
and urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of
transportation systems in The Rocks. The Argyle Bridge is of historical significance as
evidence of the town planning initiatives and urban improvements of the Sydney
Harbour Trust in the early 1900s, and of the changes to the road pattern and surrounds
involved in the construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in the 1920s-30s.
The Argyle Bridge at Cumberland Street is held in high esteem by the residents and
visitors to Sydney, and contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks.
Further to the analysis presented above, it is deemed that the current statement of
significance should be modified to read:
The Argyle Bridge is of State heritage significance for its historical and scientific cultural
values, and for its contribution to The Rocks area which is of State Heritage significance
in its own right.
The Argyle Bridge has research potential for its association with town planning, street
and urban development in early Sydney, and with the ongoing development of
transportation systems in The Rocks. The Bridge structure incorporates evidence of the
earlier bridge in its abutments and is of historical significance as evidence of the town
planning initiatives and urban improvements of the Sydney Harbour Trust in the early
1900s, and of the changes to the road pattern and surrounds involved in the
construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in the 1920s-30s.
The Argyle Bridge is held in high esteem by the residents and visitors to Sydney, and
contributes strongly to the character of The Rocks.
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4.4 Curtilage
The minimum heritage curtilage of Argyle Bridge should include the bridge structure, the
elements necessary for its physical support, the abutments of the earlier bridge, and the
two flights of steps connecting the Bridge with Gloucester Walk and the Gloucester Walk
with Argyle Street (“Argyle Stairs”). The extent of bridge fabric to be included in curtilage is
detectable through the extent of the concrete bridge structure.
The key bridge fabric elements include all the extant elements, original and modified (the
latter including the part of the parapet directly over Argyle Street, replaced in the 1950s),
and the associated stairs.

Figure 14 Curtilage of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge

Curtilage of Argyle Cut indicated in yellow
(Foreshore Authority’s part in solid line, City of Sydney part in dotted line)
Curtilage of Argyle Bridge indicated in orange
Note that the two items are physically located one above the other.
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5. Grading of Significance
Grading reflects the contribution the element makes to overall significance of the item, and
the degree to which the significance of the item would be diminished if the component
were removed or altered. Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge have been assessed to determine
a relative grading of significance into five levels. This process examines a number of
factors, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Original design quality
Degree of intactness
Relative age and authenticity (original, replaced)
Extent of subsequent alterations
Association with important people or events
Ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction process

The standard five-grade system has been applied to assess individual contribution of each
element to the overall significance of the item. This system is a planning tool, and assists
in the development of a consistent approach to the treatment of different elements. The
various grades of significance generate different requirements for retention and
conservation of various individual elements. The following grades of significance have
been defined:
EXCEPTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
Includes fabric that makes the greatest direct contribution to the item’s significance. This
particularly refers to rare or outstanding original fabric of particular historic and aesthetic
value, and unaltered original elements and features.
Elements identified as being of Exceptional significance should be retained and conserved
in situ. Any work, which affects the fabric or external appearance of these elements,
should be confined to Preservation, Restoration and Reconstruction as defined by The
Burra Charter.
HIGH SIGNIFICANCE
Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the recognition of
the item’s significance albeit the fabric may not be in good condition. This may include
elements that have been altered, or elements created as part of a generally sympathetic
alteration. This category is likely to include much of the extant fabric from the early phases
of construction and many reconstructed early or original elements wherever these make an
important contribution to the significance of the item.
Elements identified as being of High significance should also generally be retained,
restored and conserved in situ subject however to other relevant factors including
technological feasibility of proposed works. Minor intervention into fabric including
Adaptation and Alteration as defined by The Burra Charter is permissible, provided that
level of significance of each element is retained, with an aim not to remove or obscure
significant fabric, giving preference to changes which are reversible.
MODERATE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes fabric and relationships that are supportive of the overall significance of the item
and have some heritage value, but do not make an important or key contribution to that
significance. Also includes elements and features which were originally of higher
significance, but have been compromised by later, less significant modifications or
elements that have deteriorated beyond repair and cannot be reconstructed in a
technologically feasible manner.
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Where the fabric is of Moderate significance a greater level of intervention is permissible.
Adaptation and relocation to components of these elements is acceptable provided that it
protects the overall cultural significance of the item. Such work should take place within
defined work programs and should not be the product of general maintenance or sporadic
alterations.
LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes fabric which detracts from the heritage value of the item. Also includes most of
the fabric associated with unsympathetic alterations and additions made to accommodate
changing functional requirements. These are components generally of neutral impact on
the complex’s significance.
Elements assessed as being of Little significance are generally not regarded as essential
to the major aspects of significance of a place, often fulfilling a functional role. Both
retention and removal are acceptable options, depending on the element. Any major
interventions to the item should be confined to areas where the fabric is of little
significance.
INTRUSIVE
Includes fabric which adversely affects the significance of the complex or fabric created
without respect for the intangible values of the place. Removal of elements of this
category would directly increase the overall heritage value of the item.
Elements identified as Intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of the place,
despite their role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development. The preferred
option is for their removal, conversion to a more compatible form, or replacement in a way
which helps to retain the overall significance of the item. These works should be done
without damage to adjacent fabric of significance. These items need not be addressed
immediately.
This grading has been established as a tool to assist in developing appropriate
conservation measures for the treatment of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge and its elements.
Good conservation practice encourages the focussing on change or upgrading to those
areas or components which make a lesser contribution to significance. The areas or
components that make a greater or defining contribution to significance should generally
be left intact or changed with the greatest care and respect.

5.1 Schedule of Significant Elements
Schedule of Significant Elements
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Commentary

Rock face of the Argyle Cut

Exceptional

Essential element of the Cut

Commemorative tablet of Charles Moore,
Mayor, and the smaller (now illegible) tablet

High

Important remnant of previous
configuration of the area –
relocated from the earlier bridge

Downpipes chased into the rock face

Little

Intrusive, but technologically
necessary elements

The associated driveway and pavement of the
Argyle Street (traversing the Argyle Cut)

Little

Expendable fabric

Argyle Cut
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Schedule of Significant Elements
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Commentary

The historic sandstone kerbs in the associated
part of the Argyle Street (traversing the Argyle
Cut)

Moderate

Where extant, historic stone
kerbs were possibly formed from
the stone quarried from the cut.

Elements of the earlier bridge incorporated in
the abutments

Exceptional

One of the key elements of
significance

Concrete structural elements of the bridge

Exceptional

Essential from the structural
perspective

Pylons with lights and associated elements

Exceptional

Important for interpretation of the
Bridge as a historic element

Original portions of the parapet

Exceptional

Important form the aesthetic and
technological perspective

Replacement portions of the parapet

High

1950s, important for the ongoing
use of the place

The associated driveway and pavement of the
Cumberland Street (crossing the Bridge)

Little

Expendable fabric

The historic sandstone kerbs (where extant)

Moderate

In-laid in the Cumberland Street
pavement

Other, new kerbs and gutters

Little

Expendable fabric

Original Archway to Argyle Street side of the
stairs

Exceptional

Key aesthetic and material
element

Original structure including stairs and parapets

Exceptional

Key physical element

Replacement topping of the stairs

Little

Expendable element

Metal railing and replica lights

Moderate

Elements supportive of use

Argyle Bridge
The Bridge

The Argyle Stairs

5.2 Archaeological Significance
The archaeological potential is considered low. The site should be monitored by a
qualified archaeologist during any ground disturbance in accordance with the NSW
Heritage Act 1977 archaeological provisions.
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6. Constraints and Opportunities
This section outlines major issues for the conservation of the two sites. It takes into
consideration matters arising from the statement of significance and procedural constraints
imposed by cultural conservation methodology, such as that of the Australia ICOMOS
Burra Charter, and identifies all statutory and non-statutory listings that apply for the site
and describes constraints and opportunities arising from these listings.

6.1 Issues Arising from Physical Condition of the Place
The Argyle Cut appears to be in good condition in that there are no major issues of
integrity and, albeit there is some minor presence of intrusive vegetation, no action
appears necessary in the foreseeable future. The Argyle Bridge shows some evidence of
wear and tear, including some minor cracking, particularly in the area of the light pylons,
and on parapets; however, these do to appear to be deep or to have any potentially
structural implications. The Argyle Stairs also seem to be in a good condition generally,
however, the associated railing shows corrosion in places, and may need to be repainted.
Generally, all these actions amount to a series of minor repairs.
As noted earlier, the parapet of the part of the Argyle Bridge directly over Argyle Street
was replaced in the 1950s. The original parapet can still be seen to the south of the
southern abutments. In 2008, an inspection and repairs of the parapet were carried out
and currently there appear to be no issues with the parapet fabric.

Figure 15 Argyle Stairs, issues with railing corrosion.
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Figure 16 Argyle Stairs (top): intrusive vegetation and minor render damage; (bottom):
Argyle Cut, the rock face damaged by downpipes.

6.2 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
The Rocks area is managed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, constituted on 1
February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act 1998.
The primary functions of the Foreshore Authority, stated in its Act, are to:
• Protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area;
• Promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and economic
development and use of the foreshore area, including the provision of infrastructure;
• Promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and conduct
cultural, educational, commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and transport
activities and facilities.
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In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in the area, The Rocks Heritage
Management Plan (adopted in February 2002) has been prepared to provide a basis for
understanding and conserving the heritage value of The Rocks and to assist in preparing
individual Conservation Management Plans for heritage places within The Rocks.
6.2.1

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and Charter

Vision
To demonstrate vision and leadership in creating quality environments that are enriching,
diverse, accessible and sustainable by continually improving Sydney’s significant
waterfront precincts, balancing visitor, community and commercial expectations.
Charter
The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Charter committed the Authority to:
1. Add value by redevelopment of surplus government land through a highly skilled
organisation that creates new city precincts on the harbour;
2. Capitalise on the economic and cultural worth of foreshore precincts, notably The
Rocks, Circular Quay, Darling Harbour, as core attractions for both visitors and
Sydneysiders;
3. Balance economic return, vibrancy and diversity of harbour foreshores, including the
working waterfront;
4. Deliver excellence in its role as place manager for Sydney’s premier harbour sites;
5. As custodian, ensure preservation and interpretation of natural and cultural heritage
around the foreshores, promoting a sense of community ownership;
6. Facilitate the opening up of foreshore areas to the public, balancing protection with
active use while improving and extending waterfront public domain.
6.2.2 Asset Owner’s Requirements
The Authority intends to ensure continued use of the Argyle Cut and the Argyle Bridge as
elements of public communication infrastructure. This requirement is not likely to require
any major changes, albeit some maintenance and other works may potentially be needed.
Argyle Cut is currently divided between two management and ownership areas, with its
eastern portion (from the eastern face wall of Bradfield Highway eastwards) in the
management of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, and its western portion in the
management of the City of Sydney. However, both these portions form a single place in
heritage as well as physical and transport terms, and the two government bodies
concerned are not likely to have diverse opinions on the future use and management of
the Argyle Cut.

6.3 Heritage Management Framework
In November 2008, the NSW Government announced widespread reforms to the State's
planning portfolio effective from 1 December 2008. As part of the reforms, all development
applications (DAs) previously assessed by the Authority will be assessed by the
Department of Planning.
It is essential that the Foreshore Authority & the Department of Planning are consulted in
order to determine any approvals that may be required for the execution of any works.
Approvals for works may be required under both the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act and the Heritage Act. All statutory applications require the signature and
consent of the landowner to enable lodgement, as such all applications should be
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forwarded to the Foreshore Authority for endorsement prior to submission with the
Department of Planning. Further information about the granting of landowner’s consent
can be sourced from the Foreshore Authority.
6.3.1

New South Wales Heritage Act

Architectural Works
Argyle Bridge and Argyle Cut are listed in the NSW State Heritage Register, under SHR
Nos. 01522 and 01523 (respectively). The two listings recognise the sites as being of
State significance and provide statutory protection under the NSW Heritage Act (1977).
Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required for a wide
range of works to a SHR item. Unless an item constitutes a danger to its occupants or the
public, demolition of a SHR item is prohibited under the Heritage Act. An element of a
SHR item may only be demolished if it does not contribute to the significance of the item.
To gain approval for any of the above works, an application must be made to the Heritage
Council (Section 60 application). The Foreshore Authority can determine Section 60
applications for minor works which do not materially affect the significance of the item
under delegation. The Foreshore Authority can advise applicants whether applications can
be assessed under delegation, or whether they need to be approved by the Heritage
Council. Section 60 application forms are available from the NSW Heritage Office, or from
the Foreshore Authority.
Archaeological Management
Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act Heritage Council approval is required to move,
damage, or destroy a relic listed in the State Heritage Register, or to excavate or disturb
land which is listed on the SHR and there is reasonable knowledge or likelihood of relics
being disturbed. The Act defines a ‘relic’ as: Any deposit, object or material evidence: (a)
which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being an
Aboriginal settlement, and (b) which is 50 or more years old.
A Section 60 application is required to disturb relics on an SHR listed site. The delegation
to the Foreshore Authority to approve minor Section 60 applications extends to
archaeological works.
Standard Exemptions for works to State Heritage Register listed items
Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, the Minister may make exemptions from approval
otherwise required under Section 57(1) for works to State Heritage Register items. Such
exemptions are intended to streamline the approvals process. There are two types of
exemptions:
•
•

Standard exemptions: apply to all State Heritage Register items and cover
maintenance and repair and minor alterations.
Site specific exemptions: apply only to an individual State Heritage Register item.

If proposed works are covered by a standard exemption, an Exemption Notification Form
(not a Section 60 application) must be completed, with sufficient detail provided to
determine whether the proposed works meet the standard exemption guidelines. The
Foreshore Authority has delegation from the Heritage Council to approve standard
exemption applications, and forms are available from the Authority.
For details of the current form of the standard exemptions, refer to NSW Heritage Branch
(Department of Planning) internet page. Applicants should confirm with the Foreshore
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Authority whether proposed works fall within the Standard Exemptions, and what
documentation will be required.
Site specific exemptions relate to the particular requirements of an individual State
Heritage Register item, and can only be for works which have no potential to materially
affect the significance of the item. Site specific exemptions are only applicable if the works
to which they refer are identified as exempt development in a CMP endorsed by the
Heritage Council, or in a Conservation Management Strategy endorsed under delegation
by the Executive Director of the Tennant and Asset Management Services, Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority. CMP endorsement by the Heritage Council is normally
required only for particularly complex or exceptionally significant sites. Currently, there are
no site specific exemptions for either the Argyle Bridge or the Argyle Cut.
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Section 118 of the Heritage Act provides for the regulation of minimum standards for the
maintenance and repair of State Heritage Register items. These standards were regulated
in 1999 and apply to all State Heritage Register items. The minimum standards cover the
following areas:
•
•
•
•

Weatherproofing
Fire protection
Security
Essential maintenance

An inspection to ensure that the item is being managed in accordance with the minimum
standards must be conducted at least once every year (or at least once every 3 years for
essential maintenance and repair standards). For details of the minimum standards refer
to NSW Heritage Branch (Department of Planning) internet page.
Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in an order from the Heritage Council to
do or refrain from doing any works necessary to ensure the standards are met. Failure to
comply with an order can result in the resumption of land, a prohibition on development, or
fines and imprisonment.
6.3.2 NSW Government Total Asset Management Guidelines
The Total Asset Management (TAM) Manual prepared by NSW Government’s Asset
Management Committee requires that: “Sustainable management of heritage values
should be treated by an agency as part of its core business”. Similarly, TAM Guidelines for
Government Agencies prepared by NSW Treasury require “planning use of heritage assets
to maximise their service delivery while protecting their cultural values”.
While protection of built heritage in The Rocks area is part of the core business of the
Foreshore Authority, these TAM Guidelines can be interpreted to indicate that the retention
of heritage value overrides the financial feasibility of the ongoing reuse of items. The
cultural importance of The Rocks is widely recognised as paramount, and in any eventual
situation where retention of heritage significance could collide with the financial feasibility
of the project, the importance of retention of the heritage significance shall be given a
priority.
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6.4 Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)
There are three main EPIs under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
that are applicable to The Rocks:
A. State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005
Under SEPP (Major Projects) 2005, Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act applies to development valued at over $5 Million within the specified
Sydney Harbour Foreshore sites (including The Rocks). Part 4 of the Act applies to
development valued under $5 million.
The Minister is the consent authority for development in Foreshore Authority sites under
both Part 3A and Part 4 of the Act. The Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Team
receives and processes development applications under Parts 3A and 4 of the Act.
The authority to determine applications under Part 4 of the Act (development under $5
million) has been delegated from the Minister to the Foreshore Authority’s Planning
Assessment Manager. The Minister remains the consent authority for applications under
Part 3A of the Act (development over $5 million).
B. Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005
The Rocks is included in the 'Foreshores and Waterways Area' defined in the SREP, and
as such any development must be considered in terms of the criteria set out in clauses 21
to 27 of the SREP. The SREP does not identify any heritage items within The Rocks,
however it does identify the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Circular Quay Ferry Wharves
as heritage items and any development within their vicinity needs to be considered in
terms of impacts on these items, including views to the items. Draft Amendment 1 to the
SREP also identifies a ‘Buffer Zone’ for development in the vicinity of the Sydney Opera
House, which covers a majority of The Rocks area, and any impacts on views to the Opera
House are to be taken into consideration.
The SREP also requires the consideration of potential to impact on archaeological or
potential archaeological relics.
The Rocks is also included as a ‘Strategic Foreshore site’ on Sheet 1 of the SREP, for
which a Master Plan (deemed DCP) is required. However this only applies to the City
Foreshores area if the Minister directs, and as yet there has been no such direction.
The DCP that exists under the SREP is also relevant to development in The Rocks. Its
primary focus is on ecological and landscape character areas, and built form design
guidelines for development very close to the water’s edge. The only relevant landscape
character area in The Rocks is Dawes Point.
C. Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) Scheme
The Rocks is covered by the SCRA Scheme which has the status of an EPI under
Schedule 6 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The SCRA Scheme
comprises a series of Building Site Control Drawings which provide for the maximum
height of buildings on any particular site, and which also specify permissible uses for a
particular site or precinct.

6.5 Non-statutory listings and Community Groups
6.5.1 National Trust of Australia (NSW)
Argyle Cut has been classified by the National Trust of Australia (NSW) under listing
number 6640. Both Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge are located within the National Trust
Conservation Area of The Rocks.
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Listing on the Register of the National Trust carries no statutory implications. The Trust’s
opinions however, are usually sought when major proposals are being formulated in
heritage precincts or in relation to heritage places.

6.6 Building Regulations
The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is concerned with establishing uniform building
regulations across Australia. The BCA is implemented in NSW through the Local
Government Act 1993.
The main provisions of the BCA concern structural requirements, fire resistance, access
and egress (including provisions for people with disabilities), services and equipment and
health and amenities. Generally, minimum standards are required to be reached in
building works.
An assessment of compliance of the complex with the BCA has not been carried out for
this report. It is appreciated however that any DA/CC application will need to comply, or
be deemed to comply with the BCA.
In general, when considering the BCA in heritage places, proposals must ensure that
significant fabric and spatial qualities are not compromised while full BCA compliance is
achieved and public safety is assured.

6.7 Application of The Burra Charter
The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999,44, known as The Burra Charter, is widely
accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which all works to places identified
as having national, state and regional significance are undertaken.
Because both Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge are of demonstrated cultural significance,
procedures for managing changes and activities at the complex should be in accordance
with the recognised conservation methodology of the Burra Charter.
Principles of the Burra Charter
In dealing with the built fabric, the conservation principles of The Burra Charter should be
adopted. The relevant principles are established in the Articles of The Burra Charter as
follows:
Cautious Approach (Article 3)
All conservation work should be based on a respect for the original fabric, should involve
the minimum interference to the existing fabric and should not distort the evidence
provided by the fabric.
Location (Article 9)
A building or work should remain in its historical location.
Contents (Article 10)
Contents, fixtures and objects contributing to the cultural significance of a place should be
retained at that place.
Change (Article 15)
The contribution of all periods to the place must be respected, unless what is removed is of
slight cultural significance and the fabric which is to be revealed is of much greater cultural
significance. Removed significant fabric should be reinstated when circumstances permit.
44

The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance 1999.
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Adaptation (Article 21)
Adaptation is acceptable where it does not substantially detract from the cultural
significance of the place and involves the minimal change to significant fabric.
New Work (Article 22)
New work may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the significance of a
place. New work should be readily identifiable as such on close inspection.
Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)
Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should be retained and a place should
have a compatible use. Modifying or reinstating a significant use may be appropriate and
a preferred form of conservation.
Managing Change (Article 27)
Existing fabric, use, associations and meaning should be recorded before disturbance
occurs.
Disturbance of Fabric (Article 28)
Minimal disturbance of fabric may occur in order to provide evidence needed for the
making of decisions on the conservation of the place.
Responsibility for Decisions (Article 29)
The decision-making procedure and individuals responsible for policy decisions should be
identified.
Direction, Supervision and Implementation (Article 30)
Appropriate direction and supervision should be maintained at all stages of the work.
Records (Article 32)
A record should be kept of new evidence and future decisions and made publicly available.
Removed Fabric (Article 33)
Removed significant fabric should be catalogued and protected in accordance with its
cultural significance. Where possible it should be stored on site.
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7. Conservation Policies
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change. It seeks to safeguard that
which is significant to an item within a process of change and development. It is essential
to establish criteria, policies and recommendations of the conservation, and on-going use
of the item to ensure best practice heritage management. Within this framework owners
and managers of the item will be able to formulate suitable proposals, and planning
authorities will be able to assess those proposals against the site specific criteria.
The conservation policies are intended to assist in the ongoing use, maintenance and
conservation of the site. These policies are intended to manage change, rather than
prohibit it. Each policy is supported by a series of guidelines which will ensure that future
decisions are made in an informed manner, ensuring the significance of the place.

7.1 Current and Potential Future Use
Background
Both Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge are in their original use as public (pedestrian and
vehicular) thoroughfares, in a situation that is not likely to change.
Policy 1
Retain Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge in their original use as public thoroughfares.
Guidelines
• Any potential future change of use may be limited to temporary pedestrian only use
instead of combined pedestrian and vehicular use. However, any such change is to be
undertaken in coordination with the Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW.
• Any alterations or additions visible to the general public should be discouraged;
however, if required to meet approved interpretation, use or legislative compliance
requirements, these should be of a minor nature, and subservient to the primary
architectural features and composition of the existing structures.
• The introduction of new services and associated fittings as part of approved use
programs should be carried out with the minimum of disruption to the fabric. Uses
which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to ordinance
compliance should be avoided.

7.2 Asset Management
7.2.1

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilities

Background
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge as part of The Rocks, are owned by the Crown vested in the
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority). The Foreshore Authority
has overall responsibility for the management of the place. Additional responsibilities
derived from the NSW TAMS Guidelines are also recognised.
Policy 2
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority shall retain management of Argyle Cut and
Argyle Bridge as two distinctive single entities within the overall context of The
Rocks precinct.
Guidelines
• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority should implement a management structure that
integrates development and conservation work with the overall management of Argyle
Cut and Argyle Bridge.
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The Foreshore Authority may make this Conservation Management Strategy a publicly
accessible document.
The intention, aims and policies of this CMS shall be disseminated through, and
implemented by, relevant key staff of the Foreshore Authority.
The Foreshore Authority shall adequately assess the impact of any eventually
proposed modifications to significant fabric, prior to the granting of owner's consent.
All recording, when required, should be undertaken and archived in accordance with
the recording guidelines prepared by the NSW Heritage Office.

7.2.2

Total Asset Management Plans and CMS

Background
This CMS will be one of documents used by the asset owners, managers and tenants for
management and maintenance of the Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge and needs to be fully
compatible with other relevant documents addressing the same property, including any
current Maintenance Plans and Total Asset Management (TAM) Plans. All the relevant
asset management documents were included in the preparation of this CMS.
Policy 3
This Conservation Management Strategy should be used to provide feedback to all
future Management Plans for the same property.
Guidelines
• The Authority should include findings of this CMS into the Foreshore Authority’s asset
management systems and plans, particularly TAM Plans and Maintenance Plans for
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge.
7.2.3

Endorsement and Review of the CMS

Background
The Conservation Management Strategy for Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge proposes a
framework for the management of heritage issues in relation to upgrading and adaptive reuse projects and, into the long term, to ensure that the identified significance of the
complex is retained and maintained.
Circumstances will change over the years as various recommendations are implemented
and new use requirements emerge. Conservation Policies need to progressively respond
to changing situations if they are to remain relevant.
Policy 4
This Conservation Management Strategy should be adopted as one of the bases for
the future management of the site. Conservation Policies should be reviewed every
five to ten years.
Guidelines
• Reviews of the CMS should be based on The Burra Charter and other guidelines by
the NSW Heritage Office.
• Reviews should also take into account any other relevant legislation, planning
frameworks, appropriate literature and widely recognised conservation practices and
procedures.
• Reviews should be undertaken by experienced conservation practitioners in
conjunction with relevant ownership and management representatives.
• Irrespective of the requirement to review the document every 5 years, the CMS should
remain as a valid basis for on-going heritage management until such reviews are
completed.
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Approvals’ Process and Landowners Consent

Background
To prevent gradual loss of cultural significance through gradual change, a mechanism
needs to be established for controlling any modifications to the significant fabric.
Forms for development applications, Section 60 applications and Standard Exemption
applications are available from the Foreshore Authority.
Policy 5
Prior to the lodgement of applications and the commencement of works the
proponent should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and obtain
the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority as landowner.
Guidelines
• As the Foreshore Authority is the owner of land and buildings in The Rocks, the
consent of the Authority is required prior to lodging an application for works. This part
of the process is separate from approving the works, and the landowners consent to
lodge an application does not present the approval to actually undertake the works.
• Prior to granting owner’s consent to a proposal, the Foreshore Authority should, in its
capacity as land owner and manager, be satisfied that there are no adverse heritage
impacts associated with the proposal.
• Where necessary, a Heritage Impact Assessment and adequate documentation of the
proposed works should be required to assist in the assessment of owner’s consent
applications.
• Assessment and adequate documentation of the proposed works should be required to
assist in the assessment of owner’s consent applications.

7.3 Management of Significance
7.3.1

Retention of Significance

Background
Argyle Cut is of State heritage significance for historical, technological and scientific
reasons, and of local significance for The Rocks and Sydney area for social, aesthetic and
reasons of rarity. The Argyle Bridge is of State heritage significance for historical and
scientific cultural values, and its contribution to The Rocks area.
Policy 6
The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage
management. All decisions should consider and seek to retain the values identified
in the Statement of Significance.
Guidelines
• The significant aspects of the character of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge, including their
physical fabric and use, should be retained and conserved. Conservation should be
undertaken in the context of the on-going use.
• The conservation, adaptation and maintenance of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should
be approached with the general principle of changing “as much as necessary but as
little as possible”. Structural alteration to the physical components, which impact on
the integrity or significance, should not occur.
• Any potential changes should not impact upon the elements of Moderate, High or
Exceptional significance.
• Any additional chasing of downpipes into rock face of the argyle Cut should not be
permitted.
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Appropriate Conservation Skills and Experience

Background
The Burra Charter encourages the use of skilled and appropriate professional direction
and supervision from a range of disciplines for conservation activities.
The skills and experience required and creative approaches taken in the context of a
conservation project are quite different to those applied to the design and construction of
new places.
Policy 7
Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for
documentation and supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of
conservation and upgrading of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge.
Guidelines
• Appropriate professional skills and experience assembled to work on the detailed
conservation could include, as appropriate: researchers, archaeologists, conservation
architects, structural engineers, building code compliance advisers, materials
conservation specialists and cost planners.
• Building contractors, project managers and trades personnel who are experienced with
working on historic buildings should be selected to work on the project.
7.3.3

Conservation of Significant Fabric

Background
One of the key objectives of contemporary conservation practice is that as much as
possible of the significant original fabric of the building or place should be retained and
conserved in order to preserve the essential integrity of the heritage resource for future
generations. While any conservation activity will affect the place in some way, the aim,
consistent with responsible re-use or management aims, should be to minimise the work
necessary. In this way the authenticity of the item will be retained as far as possible within
a process of evolutionary changes and good maintenance practice.
Article 3 of The Burra Charter indicates that conservation is based on a respect for the
existing fabric of a place and should therefore involve the least possible physical
intervention in order not to distort the evidence provided by the fabric.
The existing fabric of Argyle Cut is generally intact and appears to need little maintenance,
save for the tablet element relocated from the demolished bridge. The existing fabric of
Argyle Bridge is of relatively high integrity, and may be conserved as a whole.
Policy 8
Extant fabric of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should be retained and conserved in
accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5.1 – Schedule of
Significant Elements of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions specified
in the Section 8.2 – Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.
Guidelines
• Fabric identified as being of Exceptional or High significance should be retained and
conserved. No conservation or maintenance work should alter or negatively impact on
the elements identified as being of High or Exceptional level of significance.
• Aged fabric, which is not likely to be causing on-going deterioration should not be
repaired for visual reasons if by doing so the patina of age and ability to successfully
interpret various stages of use is degraded.
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Where repairs or alterations are required, new material should closely match original or
adjacent materials. However, evidence of change should be identifiable on close
inspection.
All structural elements should be retained as existing, with appropriate maintenance.
No structural members should be removed, other than to re-instate significant
architectural elements.
Redundant but significant equipment, fittings and fixtures are to be retained on site
preferably in their existing location.
Intervention into any fabric should respect the integrity of the extant material, be
carefully controlled, and be limited to that required by the proposed works.
The conservation of particular materials requires due consideration and the expertise
of appropriately experienced personnel. The NSW Heritage Office ‘Maintenance
Series’ provides general advice as to the cause, treatment and remediation of various
traditional building materials. These publications can be sourced from the NSW
Heritage Office.

7.3.4

Element Specific Policies

Background
In addition to general policies applicable to all areas of the two places, a strategic direction
for management of individual elements was considered appropriate to the level of
significance of each element and the condition of fabric. This is developed in further detail
in actions outlined in Chapter 8.
Policy 9
Surviving segments of the historic built fabric and other site elements shall
generally be retained and conserved in accordance with the levels of significance
identified in Section Error! Reference source not found. of this CMP –Error! Reference
source not found., and managed in accordance with Element Specific Conservation
Policies presented in the Table in Section 7.3.5 of this CMP.
Guidelines
The following schedule contains conservation policy statements for specific individual
elements of the Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge. The conservation actions should not
attempt to recreate a particular situation from the history, but acknowledge past and recent
changes and modifications as evidence of technological advancements and evolution of
the use of the place.

Schedule of Element Specific Conservation Policies
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Policy

Rock face of the cut

Exceptional

Commemorative tablet of Charles
Moore, Mayor, and the smaller
(now illegible) tablet

High

Retain in situ. Do not treat rock face by
paint, dye or shade.

Downpipes chased into the rock
face

Little

Retain in situ. Replace as required, but do
not allow any further damage to rock face.

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Argyle Street
(traversing the Argyle Cut)

Little

Retain, repair or replace as required.

Argyle Cut
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Schedule of Element Specific Conservation Policies
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Policy

The historic sandstone kerbs in
the associated part of the Argyle
Street (traversing the Argyle Cut)

Moderate

Retain in situ with top face visible in any
further changes. Do not treat by paint, dye
or shade.

Elements of the earlier bridge
incorporated in the abutments

Exceptional

Retain in situ.

Concrete structural elements of
the bridge

Exceptional

Pylons with lights and associated
elements

Exceptional

Retain in situ. Any repairs should match
the original configuration in form, finish and
detail.

Original portions of the parapet

Exceptional

Replacement portions of the
parapet

High

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Cumberland
Street (crossing the Bridge)

Little

Retain, repair or replace as required.

The historic sandstone kerbs
(where extant)

Moderate

Retain in situ with top face visible in any
further changes. Do not treat by paint, dye
or shade.

Other, new kerbs and gutters

Little

Retain, repair or replace as required.

Original Archway to Argyle Street
side of the stairs

Exceptional

Original structure including stairs
and parapets

Exceptional

Retain in situ with material face visible in
any further changes. Do not treat by paint,
dye or shade.

Replacement topping of the stairs

Little

Stairs can be topped with material of colour
similar to the existing.

Metal railing and replica lights

Moderate

Retain in use as long as practical, repair or
repaint to match as required.

Argyle Bridge
The Bridge

The Argyle Stairs

7.3.5

Archaeological Monitoring

Background
The Heritage Act 1977 states that any excavation, where relics may be disturbed, requires
an excavation permit.
Policy 10
Where the sites are identified as having archaeological potential, any excavation
should be carried out under supervision by a qualified archaeologist. Appropriate
permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage Council prior to the
commencement of works.
Guidelines
• Based on the significance of the site, The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological
Management Plan (1991), and The Rocks Archaeological Report 2000, it is the
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recommendation of the CMP that any ground disturbance within the Argyle Cut area in
the future be subject to further archaeological monitoring.
7.3.6

On-going Maintenance and Repair

Background
The nature of any building is that its fabric will deteriorate due to the effects of age,
maintenance, weather, vegetation incursion and use.
To ensure the on-going
conservation of significant fabric, a regular maintenance schedule should be implemented,
which provides for regular inspection and for remedial action to be taken where necessary.
Policy 11
The significant fabric of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should be maintained by the
implementation of the short, medium and long-term maintenance program outlined
in Section 8.3 –On-going Maintenance.
As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will
ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the
loss of significance due to the deterioration of fabric.
Guidelines
• The Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge fabric should be subject to continuing care and
maintenance by the Foreshore Authority. In addition to regular maintenance activities,
prompt preventative action and repair should be taken as necessary.
• Prevention of continuing deterioration should take priority over widespread repair or
reconstruction. Inspection and maintenance works should only be conducted by those
with professional knowledge and demonstrated experience with buildings and
materials of this nature. No maintenance work or repairs should negatively impact on
significant fabric.
7.3.7

Retention of Fixtures and Fittings

Background
Downpipes from Argyle Bridge and Bradfield Highway chased into rock face of Argyle Cut
are relics of the site’s historic use that contribute to the special character of the Argyle Cut
as a whole.
Policy 12
Downpipes from Argyle Bridge and Bradfield Highway are features associated with
the Argyle Cut and should be retained and preserved.
Guidelines
• The retention and conservation of these features and fixtures should be considered as
part of the design work for future adaptive re-use programs.
7.3.8

Interpretation

Background
Interpretation of historic places essentially reveals long-term connections and cohesions
which underpin our cultural identity. To "interpret" a historic place, in its geographic and
physical setting, is to bring its history to life to increase the public’s understanding, and,
through this extended understanding, to give them an enhanced perception of the
significance of the place.
Due to its history, significance and setting in The Rocks area, Argyle Cut and Argyle
Bridge are capable of being interpreted for promotional and educational purposes.
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Policy 13
The heritage significance of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should be interpreted on
site by appropriate methods.
Guidelines
• One of the primary components of the conservation management of the Argyle Cut and
Argyle Bridge should be to make the values of their cultural significance physically,
intellectually and/or emotively accessible to the public.
• The ongoing management of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should include the
development and implementation of an interpretation strategy, which reveals the
cultural significance of the place.
• In making significance accessible, the Foreshore Authority should take into account of
the policies and guidelines contained within the ICOMOS International Cultural
Tourism Charter.
• Interpretation programs should provide equitable physical, spiritual and intellectual
access to the cultural significance of the Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge. Interpretation
should take into account all periods of development and occupation in the context of
the history of The Rocks area under the management of the Foreshore Authority, and
be presented in an accurate and insightful manner.

7.4 New Work Policies
7.4.1

Integration of New Work

Background
Because of the significance of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge scope for new development is
limited. In general, no alterations or additions should occur, except for minor upgrading of
roadways and pavements or similar.
Policy 14
The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does
not result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place.
Guidelines
• Any new development should be carried out with greatest care for significant fabric.
Period detailing should be used to reconstruct elements for which there is clear
evidence of the original detail, either remaining in the fabric or in documents.
• Where there is no evidence of the original detail, it is not necessary or appropriate to
invent a period detail unless the original character of the place is to be recreated and
the new element is required to blend in.
• Careful detailing will ensure minimal damage to the significant fabric and will allow for
reversibility.
• Where a function is being re-established, new fittings and fixtures may be adopted to
complement the existing place character.
7.4.2

Integration of Services

Background
Adaptations of existing fabric for practical reasons such as potential installation of new
services and equipment, and the need to meet statutory requirements, may be required in
terms of satisfying the changing needs of the general public.
Policy 15
The extension of existing services in Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge is acceptable in
the context of re-use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the significance of
the two places.
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Guidelines
• Any proposed upgrading of services should be carefully planned. The preparation of
schematic layouts is not sufficient: service routes must be planned so as not to
damage the significant fabric.
• Any upgrading of services is subject to the proper approval process.
• Existing or old service chases or conduits should be re-used in preference to new
chases. Services should be rationalised, grouped and treated to minimise intrusion.
• Areas previously modified for services should be re-used, in preference to modifying
intact fabric. Intervention into any fabric should respect the integrity of the extant
material, be carefully controlled, and be limited to that required by the proposed works.
• The surface mounting of services is preferable to chasing services into significant
fabric. Brackets or fixings for services should not damage significant fabric.
7.4.3 Ordinance Compliance
The Building Code of Australia is the operative building ordinance in New South Wales. In
terms of on-going use programs, the potential issues may arise from provision of disabled
access. It is essential that the cultural values of the Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge are not
degraded by inappropriate responses to meeting ordinance requirements.
Policy 16
Approaches to compliance with building ordinances for the conservation and
upgrading and re-use programs of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should focus on
responding to the spirit and intent of the ordinances if strict compliance would
adversely affect the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of
intervention for upgrading to ordinance compliance should be avoided.
Guidelines
• Conservation and on-going use programs should not place undue stress on the fabric
in order to meet excessive requirements of ordinance compliance.
• Future upgrades should take into consideration any newly developed approaches for
the implementation of standards that do not harm the existing significant fabric.
• When dealing with disability access issues, refer to the document “Access to Heritage
Buildings for People with Disabilities” prepared by E.J. Martin (Cox), August 1997.
• Consultation with the NSW Heritage Office FASAP advisory panel may also assist in
achieving appropriate compliance solution. For contact details go to
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/04_subnav_03.htm
7.4.4

Signage and External Lighting

Background
It is recognised that path-finding signage and external lighting of places can add to their
character. Signage and external lighting, however, should have no adverse impact on
significant heritage fabric and the overall character of the place.
Policy 17
Any signs or lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of the Argyle
Cut and Argyle Bridge, and complement the historic character of the two places.
Guidelines
• Suitably located tourist information or traffic signs that provide a legible and clear
message may be acceptable on public trafficable areas of Argyle Cut and Argyle
Bridge. Signs should not obscure or damage the significant features or fabric.
• The illumination of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge should highlight key place features.
Care should be taken to ensure that over-illumination does not occur.
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7.5 Archaeological Resources
Background
Sites of pre-historic archaeological potential are protected under clauses of the NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1979. Sites of Historic archaeological potential are
protected under clauses of the NSW Heritage Act 1977.
Policy 18
Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be
conserved in accordance with the requirements of the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1979 and their potential for interpretation considered.
Any potential European archaeological resources should be conserved in
accordance with the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 and their potential
for interpretation considered.
Guidelines
• Works should avoid areas of high archaeological potential or significance.
• In the event archaeological material is unexpectedly discovered during works to Argyle
Cut and Argyle Bridge sites, work shall immediately cease in the affected area and the
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority and the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
will be contacted for advice.
• Should disturbance be required where Aboriginal archaeological material has been
identified, an application under Section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act will be
required for this disturbance.
• Should disturbance be required to areas of archaeological potential or significance, an
application under Section 60 of the Heritage Act will be required for this disturbance.
• Any archaeological resources must be managed in accordance with the
recommendations arising from the Archaeological Assessment and any approval
issued by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority or the NSW Heritage Council.
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8. Implementing the Plan
This Conservation Management Strategy has been prepared to provide guidelines for the
conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge and
to ensure that the heritage values of the places are maintained and enhanced.

8.1 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Standards that need to be addressed to assure the compliance of Argyle Cut and Argyle
Bridge with their provisions are those for Inspection and Essential Maintenance and
Repair. It is considered that the current arrangements fully satisfy Standards for Weather
Protection, Fire Protection and Security and that the Standards for Conservation
Management Plans will be satisfied with the endorsement of this CMS by the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority. In the current situation, these are not of concern.
The works are presented for relevant elements only. To assure compliance with the
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair, the following works need to be
undertaken:

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for:
INSPECTION and ESSENTIAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
(ALL AREAS GENERALLY)
Inspect all elements annually and check for potential issues. Undertake all repairs as required, or
at least once in three years.

8.2 Schedule of Conservation Works
Fabric condition ratings in this report use the following table:
Condition Rating

Description

5 – Excellent

Fabric element has no defects. Condition and appearance are as new.

4 – Good

Building or element exhibits superficial wear and tear, minor defects, minor
signs of deterioration to surface finishes, but does not require major
maintenance. No major defects exist.

3 – Fair

Building or element is in average condition. Deteriorated surfaces require
attention. Services are functional but require attention. Deferred
maintenance work exists.

2 – Poor

Building or element has deteriorated badly. Serious structural problems
exist. General appearance is poor with eroded protective coatings.
Elements are defective, services are frequently failing, significant number of
major defects exist.

1 – Very Poor

Building or element has failed. It is not operational and is unfit for occupancy
or normal use.
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These condition grades should inform future condition reports and maintenance schedules.
For elements in Very Poor condition, reconstruction may be the only available option. For
elements assessed as being in Poor or Fair condition, various degrees of repair or
maintenance may be required, immediately or in the short term, to prevent further
deterioration and the subsequent loss of significance. Elements in Good condition may
need some maintenance but the need for repair is not anticipated in the next two or three
years, while elements in Excellent condition are likely to need only minor maintenance in
the next five to ten years.
The following Schedule of Conservation Works describes work that should be
implemented to preserve the significant fabric of Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge. The works
should be undertaken within the next few months to a year.

Schedule of Conservation Works
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Condition / Work

Rock face of the cut

Exceptional

Commemorative tablet of Charles
Moore, Mayor, and the smaller
(now illegible) tablet

High

Good.
Remove intrusive vegetation, where
present.

Downpipes chased into the rock
face

Little

Excellent.
No work required.

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Argyle Street
(traversing the Argyle Cut)

Little

Excellent.
No work required.

The historic sandstone kerbs in
the associated part of the Argyle
Street (traversing the Argyle Cut)

Moderate

Excellent.
No work required.

Elements of the earlier bridge
incorporated in the abutments

Exceptional

Good.
No work required.

Concrete structural elements of
the bridge

Exceptional

Pylons with lights and associated
elements

Exceptional

Good.
All cracks should be investigated on next
regular inspection and repaired to match
the original condition as required.

Original portions of the parapet

Exceptional

Replacement portions of the
parapet

High

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Cumberland
Street (crossing the Bridge)

Little

The historic sandstone kerbs
(where extant)

Moderate

Other, new kerbs and gutters

Little

Argyle Cut

Argyle Bridge
The Bridge
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Schedule of Conservation Works
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Condition / Work

Original Archway to Argyle Street
side of the stairs

Exceptional

Excellent.
No work required.

Original structure including stairs
and parapets

Exceptional

Replacement topping of the stairs

Little

Good.
Minor wear can be investigated on next
regular inspection and repaired as
required.

Metal railing and replica lights

Moderate

Excellent to Fair.
Local repairs to individual elements are
required. On next regular inspection,
repair to match the original condition and
repaint to match.

The Argyle Stairs

8.3 On-going Maintenance
The on-going maintenance schedule refers to cyclical maintenance works to fabric that
should be implemented by the Authority as part of the process of on-going management of
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge. Performed work and any faults discovered or repairs made,
should be recorded and kept separately alongside a copy of this maintenance schedule.
Schedule of On-going Maintenance Works
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Frequency / Work

Rock face of the cut

Exceptional

Commemorative tablet of Charles
Moore, Mayor, and the smaller
(now illegible) tablet

High

Annually:
Inspect. Remove intrusive vegetation,
where present.

Downpipes chased into the rock
face

Little

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition.

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Argyle Street
(traversing the Argyle Cut)

Little

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition. Repair to
ensure ongoing use as required.

The historic sandstone kerbs in
the associated part of the Argyle
Street (traversing the Argyle Cut)

Moderate

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition.

Argyle Cut
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Schedule of On-going Maintenance Works
Argyle Cut and Argyle Bridge
Element

Significance

Frequency / Work

Elements of the earlier bridge
incorporated in the abutments

Exceptional

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition.

Concrete structural elements of
the bridge

Exceptional

Pylons with lights and associated
elements

Exceptional

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition. Repair to
match as required.

Original portions of the parapet

Exceptional

Replacement portions of the
parapet

High

The associated driveway and
pavement of the Cumberland
Street (crossing the Bridge)

Little

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition. Repair to
ensure ongoing use as required.

The historic sandstone kerbs
(where extant)

Moderate

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition.

Other, new kerbs and gutters

Little

Argyle Bridge
The Bridge

The Argyle Stairs
Original Archway to Argyle Street
side of the stairs

Exceptional

Original structure including stairs
and parapets

Exceptional

Replacement topping of the stairs

Little

Annually:
Inspect. Monitor condition. Repair to
ensure ongoing use as required.

Metal railing and replica lights

Moderate

Excellent.
No work required.
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